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Be a member of KsA & get monthly Ks Magazine Free. enjoy other facilities at concessional rates. 
Contact: Dilip sashital -9920132925

The KANArA sArAsWAT AssOCiATiON
Tel: 022-23802263, 23805655 Email : admin@kanarasaraswat.in

Whats App Messenger: +91 8879557536

cordially invites you to the
108th FOUNDATiON DAY CeleBrATiONs

on Tuesday the 26th November 2019 

at 5.30 PM
in shrimat Anandashram hall

Talmakiwadi, Javji Dadaji Marg, Mumbai

PrOGraMME
	Distribution of Chandra ramesh Nadkarni Memorial Prizes for Kiddies Corner.
	Distribution of Awards for Konkani Articles in Memory of smt Ganga M Nadkarni.
	Distribution of Award for an outstanding upcoming Sports personality in memory of shri suresh 

(Bab) V. Nadkarni to Ms. ria Balwalli (16 year-old teen who represented USA Deaf Sports 
Federation in World Deaf Badminton Tournament at Taipei in July 2019). 

	Felicitation of eminent CSB personalities for their contributions to community, society and our 
nation:
•	 Dr. sandeep Padbidri rao and Dr. smt. sunayna Padbidri rao–serving the rural areas 

particularly to the poorer sections in and around Honavar for 30 years through medical services 
in Surgery and Gynaecology.

•	 smt. Parul Kumta–for social work benefitting differently abled persons especially autistic 
persons and the Parents’ Support Groups.

•	 shri. Gurudas Gulvady -for outstanding contributions in providing education, medical and 
distress relief aid through the Chitrapur Saraswat Education & Relief Society (CSERS), Santa 
Cruz for over 20 years

•	 Cdr. (retd) Prakash Upponi–a Shaurya Chakra Award winner, for his meritorious service in 
Indian Navy with dedications and courage.

•	 late shri Madhu Bhat (Posthumous) - for his valuable contribution to Konkani Amateur 
Theatre.

	Honouring jointly the Members who have served on editorial Committee of “KANArA 
sArAsWAT” magazine during last 25 years to commemorate the Centenary Year of the 
Magazine.

shri Praveen Kadle, President, KsA will preside over the function
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From the 
President’s Desk ....

Praveen P. Kadle

 

I have got many acquaintances, relatives and colleagues but very few close friends. The other day, 
while taking a long International journey, I tried to recollect the names of all my acquaintances 
and identify my real friends. I was disappointed when I was unable to do so easily. With these 
disheartening results, I tried to research the characteristics of a true friend. And what did I find?

A true friend is the one in whom you can put your trust, full confidence and share everything. A 
true friend is one who keeps his / her promises and makes you keep your promises. A true friend 
is one who chooses to be with you when the entire world is against you. A true friend is one who 
will be there with you during your happy or worst times. A true friend is one who will walk with you 
and not lead you or follow you. According to Eudora Welty, the late American short story writer and 
novelist, “True friendship is inherently a magnet”.

True friendship is so rare that it is always a matter of jealousy to others. In the Greek myth of 
Damon and Pythias, the king Dionysius condemns Pythias to death but permits him to travel home 
to say goodbye to his family, provided he leaves his good friend Damon as a pledge for his return. 
The fateful day arrives, and Pythias has still not returned. Dionysius, being sure that Pythias will 
never return, orders that Damon is brought forth to be killed. But at the last possible moment, 
Pythias returns. Dionysius is so impressed with this great example of true friendship, that he 
releases both Pythias and Damon and begs of them to give him lessons on building true friendship.

The subject of true friendship has always been a matter of interest for centuries. The Greek 
Philosophers Epicurus and Aristotle both believed that true friendship is necessary for a happy 
life. Marcus Cicero, the Roman statesman, strongly believed that life was not worth living without 
having true friends. The best quote on true friendship was from Michel de Montaigne, one of the 
greatest French philosophers of French Renaissance who famously said, “True friendship occurs 
only once in every three hundred years”.

When I read such meaningful statements of some of these great philosophers of ancient times 
and the mythological stories on true friendship, I am no longer so disappointed with my own 
performance in finding true friendship. But I wonder as to why I still have not got at least one 
true friend; and whether my standards or tests for true friendship are very exacting or demanding. 
May be, but I think I would not like to make any compromises on choosing my friends, considering 
its vital importance in my life. Instead, I would rather prefer reading books. I find that ultimately 
books are my true friends.

So, my search, for finding a true selfless friend still continues. As the famous English author Samuel 
Johnson said, “True friends are to be found and not made”.

To book our shrimad Anandashram hall or shrimad Parijnanashram sabhagriha 
Contact: shobhana rao 022-23802263, 022-23805655. Affordable rent and Ample Parking space.
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Visit KsA health Center for Medical Consultation & Pathological laboratory at very low fees  
shobhan rao 9920799335 or KsA Office 022-23802263 / 23805565 

The KANArA sArAsWAT AssOCiATiON
Tel: 022-23802263, 23805655 Email : admin@kanarasaraswat.in

Whats App Messenger: +91 8879557536

shri Kishore Masurkar, Vice President, KsA 
will be

A T h O M e 
to 

f e l i c i t a t e s u c c e s s f u l s a r a s w a t s t u d e n t s
a t t h e

sTUDeNTs’ CONVOCATiON 2019
on saturday the 2nd November 2019

at 5.30 PM
in shrimat Anandashram hall

Talmakiwadi, Javji Dadaji Marg, Mumbai
Dr. Jayesh Bellare, B. Tech (iiT, Bombay),

Ph.D (University of Minnesota, UsA) and Post Doct. (MiT, UsA)
and presently working as institute Chair Professor of Department of Chemical 

engineering, iiT Bombay,
will be the Chief Guest and has kindly agreed to address the students.

shri. Praveen Kadle, President, KsA will preside over the function.
All the successful students, their parents and friends 

are kindly invited for the function.
shivshankar Murdeshwar

hon. secretary

ANNUAL DIWALI CELEBRATION
THE KANARA SARASWAT ASSOCIATION

Presents 
MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA

by
Choicest Aamchi Singers

From All over Mumbai
On Saturday 26th October 2019

From 5 p.m. onwards
At Shrimat Anandashram Hall, Talmakiwadi, J.D. Marg, Mumbai – 400007

Come One, Come All, & Enjoy the Fun at Shrimat Anandashram Hall
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May this Diwali light up new dreams, fresh hopes, undiscovered 
avenues. different perspectives, everything bright and beautiful and 
fill your days with pleasant moments. Happy Diwali. 

Vidyalakshmi Kulkarni, 
President, Saraswat Mahila Samaj

On this auspicious Deepawali festival, I wish all of you Good 
Health, Prosperity, Peace and Success in endeavours in life!  
Wishing you a Great Year ahead!

Praveen Kadle, President KSA

With the light of Diyas and the sound of Mantras and 
Chants, may contentment and happiness fill the lives of everyone!  
Wishing a very happy and blessed Deepawali!

Kishore Masurkar, Vice President KSA

May this Diwali light up your life in every possible way and may this 
help you light up the path you are walking. Happy Deepavali. 

Srikala Vinekar,  
Chairperson, Saraswat Mahila Samaj

Diwali Messages
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Four Generations

 Panati Vaat Daan ceremony performed on 23rd August 2019. 

Great grandmother Sita R Manjeshwar
Grand parents: Shubhada Manjeshwar and Subhash Manjeshwar. 

Parents: Akshay Manjeshwar and Ekta Akshay Manjeshwar and little Ansh 
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Visit KsA Nashik holiday home - Affordable and serene. 
Contact : radhakrishna Kodange : Tel.0253-2580575/25315881, +91 7507463137

Our Cover

Ten years ago, Chitrâpur, located within Shirali in Uttar 
Kannada, was like any other Indian village battling poverty, 
unemployment and a rising insecurity about an uncertain 
future. There was neither a high school nor a hospital. 
Women had no opportunities of earning an independent 
income. Young men were forced to migrate to cities in search 
of a livelihood.

B u t  u n d e r  t h e 
able Guidance of the 
11th Mathadhipati of 
Shri Chitrapur Math- 
Parma Pujya Sadyojât 
ShaEkarâshram Swamiji 
many committed and 
capable volunteers from 
the community came 
forward, from the world 
over, to transform the 
l ives  of  the loca ls , 
irrespective of their 
caste, creed or religion.

The first seed of change was 
sown in 1997, when the Srivali 
Trust was formed to promote 
projects promising sustainable 
development in the vital areas 
of health, education and self-
employment. For the first time, 
every villager in Chitrâpur felt 
that timely medical aid, a regular 
income and a life of dignity were 
not far-fetched dreams !

Chitrâpur never had a high 
school. Every child who wanted 
to study beyond the seventh 
standard was forced to commute 
by bus to a nearby town. While 
the hunger for higher education was acute, dropping out 
became inevitable because few could afford the bus fare. The 
inauguration of Srivali High School in April 2004 transformed 
this dismal scenario forever.

While the land was donated by Shrî Chitrâpur Math, 
valuable funding to cover construction costs came from 
the US-based Kulkarni Foundation. Many willing individuals 
also came forward to provide furniture, equipment and to 

srivali school’s Manifold Achievements

contribute towards the running expenditure. Today, children 
of the school enjoy free education, books, mid-day meals and 
uniforms (stitched, of course, at Samvit Sudha).

On their part, these bright children are doing their best 
to do their institution proud. They have brought home 
several prizes from inter-school competitions in sports and 
performing arts held at the Taluka, District and even State- 

level. Year after year 
the results at the SSLC 
Board examinations 
are improving. A large 
number of alumni have 
sought admissions into 
junior colleges. The 
wide world outside has 
just begun to open its 
arms to receive these 
deserving children of 
Chitrâpur.

Smt. Mamata Bhatkal, 
Head-mistress, Srivali School 
shares some details about Srivali 
School - Srivali School, Chitrapur, 
Shirali was founded in the year 
2004 by His Holiness Sadyojat 
Shankarashram Swamiji with the 
noble motto of ‘Education and 
Empowerment’. The school is 
managed by Srivali Trust under 
the Guidance of H.H. Swamiji. 
Vidyadana (imparting education) 
and Annadana (offering free 
food) are the contemporary 
principles of Indian social and 
religious culture. Srivali School, 
inheriting this tradition..., has 
been carrying out these activities 

since 2004.
Srivali Trust has become a unique institution providing 

education to more than 800 poor children with free food, 
free tuition, free uniform and other facilities being provided 
to all the children studying here. This is the only one of its 
kind in the entire Bhatkal Taluk and may be in the North 
Kanara District as well. The strength of this school has 
steadily grown in the years, as there were only 125 students 

there can be no bigger gift to a child than the gift of an education that will enable him or her to explore 
individual potential and thereby find an exclusive niche in the wide world outside. By offering this golden 
opportunity to children from underprivileged homes in and around shirali, srivali trust’s srivali high school 
is ensuring that deserving youngsters can hold their head high and earn self-esteem and honour not just 
for themselves and their families, but to the school as well and sooner or later, to the nation at large!

Kala Kusuma Art Gallery
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register names of Boys & Girls with KsA Marriage Bureau. 
Contact: Usha surkund -8108294931or Dilip sashital -9920132925 or Geeta Kulkarni - 9969552759

to start with and currently, there are nearly 300 students 
belonging to all faiths and communities. The ceaseless and 
untiring efforts of the Trust have resulted in the growth of 
the school. Quality-wise too, the school stands first in both 
curricular and co-curricular activities in the entire district..

Co-curricular Activities:
The School undertakes various co-curricular activities 

for the overall development of the students such as School 
Council, Public Speaking, Music, Dance, Art and Craft 
Clubs, Sports, Scouts and Guides, participating in Science 
Exhibitions and Drawing competitions. The School also has a 
Mathematics Association, English Association and a Literary 
Club as well as a Dramatics Club for interested students who 
have the suitable aptitudes. Yoga and Life skills are also 
imparted to the students. 

The Students have been consistently performing 
exceedingly well in the overall spectrum of curricular and 
co-curricular activities under the able guidance of trained and 
committed staff. The students of the school have brought 
many laurels and recognition to the institution. 

Infrastructure:
Srivali School has a library equipped with a good number 

of books, for academic as well as knowledge development, 
spacious, well-furnished classrooms, Science, Maths and 
Craft Labs and a good playground.

Daily activities of the school: 
The day starts with prayers, Bhagavadgeeta recitation, 

newspaper reading and discussion on current affairs. Apart 
from this 6 to 8 questions are asked to test the general 
knowledge of the students. After shlokas, meditation, 
and bhajans the students disperse into their respective 
classrooms. 

The students are divided into four houses- Sindhu, Ganga, 
Narmada and Kaveri. Every Friday evening each house 
has some different activities. Every student’s creativity is 
published in ‘Spoorthi’, a newspaper in English. Annually, 
sports and cultural programs are also conducted. 

Achievements of Srivali Students in the fields of 
sports - Cultural activities & education
	 	Academic year : 2007-08 - Our school secured 1st 

place in Bhatkal Taluk by scoring 96.33% in the 
S.S.L.C. Examination.

	 	Academic year : 2012-13 - It was a proud moment 
for our school that out of 30,000 students, our 
students Nikhil Taru Naik got the 1st Rank in The 
Drawing grade exam in higher grade division and 
Adarsh K. Revankar got the 3rd Rank in the Lower 
grade division of drawing grade examination. 

	 	Academic year : 2013-14 - Our school was honoured 
by The Lion’s Club Murudeshwar as “The Best 
School in Bhatkal Taluk”. Our student Rakshit  

P. Hebbar got the 1st place in Kannada speech and 
Adarsh K. Revankar got the 1st place in Drawing 
competition in the State level Pratibha Karanji.

	 	Academic year : 2014-15 – Again our student 
Adarsh K. Revankar got the 1st place in the State 
level Drawing competition and Vinuta Moger bagged 
the ‘Best Actor’ award in the State- level Drama 
competition of Pratibha Karanji. Our students 
Adarsh K. Revankar repeated his feat by securing 
the 1st place in the State-level Higher grade Drawing 
examination. Rakshita Hebbar participated in the 
State-level youth parliament in Bangalore.

	 	Academic year : 2015-16 - Our Srivali Drama Troupe 
made it to the State- level Pratibha Karanji events. 

	 	Academic year : 2016-17 - Our student Shashidar 
Mahale was honoured as ‘The Best Actor’ in the 
science drama competition. Our student Praveen 
Erayya Devadiga created history by securing 6th 
Rank at the State- level by scoring 99.20% in the 
S.S.L.C. examination!

	 	Academic year : 2017-18 – An Innovative forum for 
Drawing students “Kala Kusuma Art Gallery” was 
started at our school.

Vocational training
At the School’s Vocational Training Centre, started by 

Harin Hattiangdi mam and his wife Jyoti pacchi, children 
from the school are taught multi-disciplinary skills like 
basic carpentry, electrical and plumbing work, which ups 
their confidence levels and also enhances their chances of 
having an independent set-up. Although these are voluntary 
workshops conducted before or after working hours there is 
an increasing number of students enrolling and what is most 
heartwarming is that there are a large number of girls too 
who have undergone the exhaustive training !

Letters to the Editor
Dear editor, As per the write-up about Lakshmi Sirur’s 

Music Association ‘Swaramala’ in KSA August edition, we, 
Sujata S. Mankikar and Nirmala K. Mavinkurve are proud to 
say that we attended Swaramala’s Live Music Event in Dr. 
Kashinath Ghanekar Auditorium Thane on 8th sep 2019.

We were very impressed that the program started exactly 
at 8 pm and ended at 11 pm as per the schedule. All singers 
were in the 40+ age group and they sang golden era melodies 
which were one better than other. 

The song selection was excellent and musicians played 
brilliantly. On the whole it was a wonderful music event 
with spectacular performances. The audience were glued 
to the seats from start to end. We are proud of our sister  
Mrs. Lakshmi Sirur nee Asha Benegal. 

Looking forward to many more!
nirmala K Mavinkurve
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New Scheme by KSA for Differently Abled Young Adults
The Managing Committee is pleased to announce a new scheme for Differently Abled Young Adults, who have started 
a small Business Venture of their own, in order to be independent. 
KSA will allow such Differently Abled Young Adults to insert a Quarter Page Free Advertisement every alternate month 
in our “Kanara Saraswat” Magazine.
Those desirous of taking benefit of this scheme, are requested to write to:

Admin Manager, Kanara Saraswat Association, 13-/1 & 2, Association Building, Talmakiwadi. Mumbai 400007 
 or E Mail: admin@kanarasaraswat.in 

editor@kanarasaraswat.in or kanara_saraswat@hotmail.com

Kavans by Srivali Student
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The KANArA sArAsWAT AssOCiATiON
happily Announces

A MeGA sPOrTs eVeNT iN NOVeMBer 2019
2nd DisTriCT rANKiNG CArrOM TOUrNAMeNT 2018-19

(Under the auspices of Mumbai District Carrom Association)
From Thursday 21st November to sunday 24th November, 2019

At Shrimat Anandashram Hall & Shrimat Parijnanashram Hall,
Talmakiwadi, Tardeo, Mumbai – 400007

In all more than 200 participants from all over Mumbai will compete in
JUNIOR SINGLES (BOYS & GIRLS), WOMEN’S & MEN’S SINGLES

of this prestigious tournament.
Great Opportunity for Aamchi Talented Players to win the

2nd MUMBAi DisTriCT CArrOM ChAMPiONshiP
Entries will be accepted at KSA Office (022 23802263 / 022 2305655)

From :15th October, 2019 Upto : 15th November 2019
ENTRY FEE : Rs 400/- per Head for Men’s and Womens’s Singles

Rs 200/- Per Head for Junior Singles for Boys & Girls U-18

 shivshankar Murdeshwar  sunil Ullal
 Hon Secretary  Jt Hon Secretary (Sports & Cultural Events)
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100TH BIRTH ANNIVERSARY

shri. Atmaram shivrao irde
Birth Date – 18th September 1919

PAPPA/AJJA/PiJJU - Wish YOU A VerY hAPPY 100Th  BirThDAY!!!
All of us have so many warm memories of  

your love, care, affection and kindness.
We were all very fortunate to have your guiding presence in our lives.

Fondest wishes and lots of love from all of us.
Wife: Late Smt. Lalita Atmaram Irde

Children : Jaiprakash-Jyoti, Premalata-Ramdas and Naresh-Nandita
Grand Children: Deepak-Shilpa, Poonam-Heramb, Avinash and  

Gurudutt-Shweta
Great-grand Children: Shravay, Spruha, Kriti and Rutva

Irde and Sajip Families

YOU Will AlWAYs Be CherisheD iN OUr heArTs!!!
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To Avail educational Aid or Medical Aid Contact: shobhana rao 02223802263, 02223805655

Profile
Ramesh Gangolli

My Life In Music – Part 1
In conversatIon wIth Usha aroor

Courtesy – Canara Union News Letter
*I would like to thank Jayavanth and Lalith Rao who so kindly invited me to their house to record this freewheeling 
conversation. Also present and contributing were Shanta Gangolli, Saras Rao and Prakash Aroor. Thank you, Chitra 

Saletore, for your help and interest. - Usha Aroor

RAMESH GANGOLLI, born in India and educated at the 
Universities of Bombay and Cambridge and the MIT, has 
distinguished himself in the field of mathematical research. 
He has been faculty, Chair and held other prestigious 
positions at the University of Washington, Seattle. He is 
currently Professor Emeritus of Mathematics and Adjunct 
Professor of Music.

He has always maintained a 
serious interest in Hindustani 
classical music, a commitment 
which has brought him in close 
touch with many musicians and 
ethnomusicologists and engaged 
him in the studies relating to 
the oral tradition. He was co-
founder of Ragamala, a voluntary 
organisation devoted to Indian and 
South Asian music.

I had always been keen on a long 
conversation with Rameshmam. It happened, at last, some 
months ago but carrying it into print was not easy! He felt 
it ‘could not possibly be of any lasting interest to anyone’. 
‘This,’ he told me, ‘has, for a long time, been my view of 
myself, mainly because I have had the good fortune to have 
come across some truly brilliant people, musicians as well 
as mathematicians.’

I share this because that is the background in which 
he spoke to me, I realised-modesty, together with a 
willingness to share his experience. I pressed on. So many 
of us are interested in what he has to say, and to begin the 
conversation, I asked him how music became such a serious 
part of his life.
how did you get interested in music?

There is a little bit of history here. I grew up without 
any access to music. Eventually, we had a radio in our 
house and some music was available on the radio. My 
sister was interested in light music and at an early age she 
started learning from Shri Yeshwant Dev who was a brilliant 
composer of light music in Marathi. So there was music 
all around, some coming out of our neighbours’ radios in 
Anandashram where I grew up. Perhaps this could be called 
the beginning of my interest in music.

I did not have any formal introduction to it, it was just 
superficial and yes, I had the opportunity to listen to a fair 

amount of music here in Mumbai by coincidence. But I got 
the opportunity to listen to serious music in 1955, when I 
went to England. I was just 20. I remember LP records had 
just come in and we could borrow them from the libraries. 
I started listening to quite a bit of Western music since 
Indian music was not available. But after we went to the 

USA, there we had some money 
also to buy CDs or cassettes and 
listen at home.
You were in Cambridge…?

I was in Cambridge University 
from 1955–57, and when I 
returned to India, I was offered 
a position at Tata’s which had 
just initiated a management 
cadre called Tata Administrative 
Services. This cadre would train 
candidates to take over as chief 

executives of the many subsidiaries of 
the Tata group. This sounded attractive to me and we were 
not very well off at that time, so I accepted the position. 
Then I went to Delhi and there my friend Amartya Sen fixed 
up a meeting with Professor P. C. Mahalanobis who advised 
me to do higher research in mathematics instead. He said 
that I should go to Kolkata and join the ISI where there were 
many mathematicians, and I could do my PhD under their 
guidance. They offered me a stipend of Rs 400 per month. 
I was engaged to Shanta by then and she supported me, 
though the rest of the family were not too happy about my 
decision not to join Tata. I went there in January and the 
atmosphere was good but I realised that if I ever wanted to 
do research in mathematics, it should be in the United States.

So after getting married in March, I applied to only two 
places-Harvard and the MIT. I was admitted to both. They 
offered me an assistantship in the MIT and offered me more 
money than Harvard did. Apart from that, the MIT had some 
renown in the subject of my interest and thus I joined the 
PhD Program there.

Our interest in music continued to be confined to listening 
to again Western music on the radio and television. After four 
years at the MIT, we moved to Seattle when I took up the 
post of Assistant Professor at the University of Washington. 
Here we had more money to spare and we started buying 
CDs and LPs of Indian music. Slowly, musicians started 

ramesh Gangolli Shanta Gangolli
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visiting Seattle to perform there. People used to come 
sporadically. I remember T. Brinda and T. Vega performing 
there. Balasaraswati also came there to perform. Thus we 
had some exposure to high quality music even though our 
mainstay was LPs and CDs.
Did you look for someone to teach you?

Yes. In 1980, I realised 
that I was sufficiently 
interested in music and that 
I should learn something. 
There is a saying among 
mathemat i c i ans  tha t 
mathematics and music 
cannot be just spectator 
sports. You can appreciate 
them fully only if you 
actually become a doer, a 
performer. So I decided to 
learn to sing.

My  f r i end ,  Sharad 
Gadre, who was younger 
than meagreed to teach 
me. He was a very good 
singer and was trained by Gwalior gharana musicians such 
as Mirashibuwa and his disciple Nagesh Khalikar. His first two 
lessons were to repeat after him, various notes and phrases 
that he sang.Strangely, I was able to sing well, perhaps, I 
had a good ear for music. After two lessons, he said at my 
age I should not waste my time learning paltas, swaras and 
so on. What we should do is we should start singing together. 
I should imbibe the form and structure of ragas by learning 
and internalising compositions (bandishes). Thus in 1980, my 
weekly musical sessions of singing started. These sessions 
are still going on though Sharad is no more.

In 1981, with the help of other supporters of music, 
we founded Ragamala, a non-profit organisation devoted 
to the music of India, with the aim of bringing top-quality 
Indian music to Seattle. We also started getting musicians 
to perform in Seattle. By listening to these artists I was able 
learn more and more. The School of Music at the University 
of Washington had a good Visiting Artist program in their 
Ethnomusicology Division, and through that program we had 
extended visits by good musicians. Sabri Khan and Yunus 
Hussain Khan were among those musicians who came to 
Seattle through that program. Besides, many other artists 
came to Seattle as Ragamala slowly extended its reach, and 
I was able to pick up from all those who came there, little 
by little, by asking them questions, reading about the ragas. 
Knowledge is like a snowball; it starts with a small amount 
but as you keep learning, it grows rapidly.

I never wanted or tried to become a concert performer. 
My ambition was to learn to appreciate and enjoy every bit of 
classical music. I was happy and was enjoying it always. Then 
I thought I should learn something about the history of music 

and also about the traditions of the different gharanas, their 
repertoires, texts and so on. In addition to whatever I knew 
andenjoyed, I was keen to study the historical background 
too. When I began to study the texts of bandishes, I was 
forced to learn Braj, which is the dialect of Hindi in which 
the majority of khayal lyrics are written. In doing so, I was 

helped immensely by my 
knowledge of Sanskrit, 
because I found that 
many words in Braj can be 
traced to origins in Prakrit, 
which is a vernacular form 
of Sanskrit. I found that it 
was easy to get a working 
knowledge of Braj if you 
knew Hindi grammar 
and had knowledge of 
Sanskrit.

People were coming 
to Ragamala as visiting 
m u s i c i a n s  a n d  I 
shamelessly exploited 

their knowledge, asked 
them questions and learnt from them. Additionally, I 
was able to get some grants from the Graduate School 
Research Fund at the University of Washington, so that  
I could now invite some people to do archivalrecordings.  
I also started reading about music. Bhatkhande’s works for 
example, reading about the history of various musicians and 
so on. In Marathi, there is plenty of writing on music, and  
I read it extensively. In the latter part of the 80s we used to 
come to India during the winter, by arranging my teaching 
schedule to allow me a free winter quarter. In India, I used 
to interview various musicians, for example I interviewed 
people such as WamanraoSadolikar, Wamanrao Deshpande, 
Dilip Chandra Vedi, Kamal Tambe, Yashwantbuwa Joshi, 
among others at that time.
Did you write or make notes or publish these 
interviews?

No, this was only for my benefit and I was not journalistic 
about it. I was only trying to find out how things went 
and how people learnt and what the conditions were. For 
example, I interviewed YeshwantBuva Joshi and Kamal 
Tambe to find out how they learnt and what the conditions 
were during their time.

I knew that there was a Vaishnav repertoire and when 
we were visiting Kalbag Umesh, I just told him that I was 
interested in interviewing some temple singers to find out 
their repertoire and he said that I have come to the right 
place. He said he knew BachubhaiJhaveri who was the 
principal temple singer of the Vaishnav temple at Thakurdwar 
in Mumbai. So it came like rolling into my plate. Basically, 
my mission was to talk to various musicians about their 
learning methods, times, conditions etc which increased my 
knowledge of music.

K G Ginde Dinkar Kaikini
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I also came under the influence of DinkarKaikini and 
K G Gindeboth of whom were wonderful musicians. 
Gindeji was an absolutely fantastic storehouse of compositions. 
I talked to him in great detail about compositions and he was 
very generous with his time and gave me many cassettes of 
his lecture demonstrations. Slowly my knowledge began to 
grow and that’s how my interest in music also grew.
I’m interested in how you managed your time.

Without Shanta’s efficiency, we couldn’t have managed 
this. We never allowed music to rule our lives since it was 
only once a week that we practised music. Till today we have 
kept it that way, mainly because I was not trying to become 
a concert musician. Practice was always once a week but we 
used to listen to music whenever we had free time. I also 
thought deeply about some compositions. I have a retentive 
memory so if I learnt a composition once, I remembered the 
way I learnt it, for a long time. Music memory is something 
very peculiar. The way you learn it first time and learn it 
well—that stays with you forever! You may learn another 
version but the first version comes to you automatically 
whereas the second version you learn needs some effort.

Sometimes, the composition you learn the first time may 
not be exactly the way the composer intended, so many 
versions I have learnt are from K G Ginde’s versions of that 
composition or Dinkar Kaikini’s version. These were acquired 
by listening to them or to the recordings.

As far as the raga was concerned, this was okay for me 
since I was not trying to become a concert musician. But 
if you are going to become a concert musician, then you 
have to get talimand absorb the gayaki of one or two gurus 
who are imparting it to you. I was free from this. I began 
to form a picture of the repertoire and in the meantime my 
knowledge of the language also grew. Whenever I came 
to a composition, I liked to understand what it meant and 
so I became fairly proficient with Braj and Awadhi also, 
because Tulsidas’ compositions are in Awadhi. And most 
khayalcompositions are in Braj. That is how I got a basic 
knowledge of Braj and Awadhi.

The encounters I had with musicians through Ragamala 
were very enriching. Most of the musicians who came 
to Seattle stayed with us. The fact that I was a serious 
amateur singer of khayal helped me to establish a very close 
relationship with many of them. Musicians would come to 
closer terms with their host when they found that the host 
was actually trying to sing and to learn music seriously. Once 
they were able to ascertain that we are ‘of their kind’, then 
they accepted us as a part of their circle.

So many musicians, when they came and attended our 
sessions, found that people were coming and trying to 
learn, and that created an atmosphere of interest. They 
also found that we had a very good set of listeners as a 
result of this activity. So they liked the Seattle atmosphere 
and they particularly liked the fact that I was trying to be a 

practising musician although I was not a concert performer. 
So they were very free in sharing their knowledge or telling 
me about experiences they had and discussing composition 
material with me.

Over the thirty years we operated Ragamala, almost 
every top-level musician and also young promising artists 
went through our doors. Young musicians appreciated the 
fact we gave them an opportunity through Ragamala to 
get an exposure. For example, persons like Ashwini Bhide, 
Shahid Parvez, Bharati Ankalikar, Manjari Asnare were 
young performers when they first came to Seattle, as was 
Shruti Sadolikar.
how did you plan programmes for Ragamala?

Ragamala had a small selection committee, and this 
small group decided on the singer without any consideration 
of language, the place they came from, etc. There was a 
selection process and we followed it always. We used to have 
6–8 concerts a year. I wrote proposals to the U. S. National 
Endowment for the Arts to get some grants and I persuaded 
the NEA to treat in-kind contributions made by our members 
as matching contributions for the cash grants we received.

We created an endowment of $ 50,000 which was a 
large sum those days and this corpus gave us the flexibility 
needed for ambitious programmes. In those days going to 
USA was a kind of a rarity for musicians, they appreciated 
the opportunity. They liked the opportunity to learn about a 
new place. We were able to identify young talent and present 
them at the beginning of their career and launch them in 
a way. Many of them remember that even today and when 
we meet them, they acknowledge with gratitude their first 
performance at Ragamala.
I think you read a great deal as well?

People learn in different ways, use different styles. I 
became interested in reading literature in Marathi on music 
which was available extensively. I read things like Wamanrao 
Deshpande’s Gharandaj Gayaki, which was later available 
in English also. I still have a fairly good library of Marathi 
books, Marathi folk songs. Basically, I became more Indian 
after going abroad than when I was in India!

The knowledge of Sanskrit really helped me to understand 
the finer points of music and compositions etc very well 
and these remained with me. There is a huge collection of 
Sanskrit works on music which lies hidden in various libraries 
in the country. I am not of the opinion that they are without 
flaws. But the act of knowing about them tells you a lot 
about how our culture works. You appreciate the way it 
works, by studying some of them. I became more and more 
interested in these things. My time on mathematics continued 
simultaneously as it was my profession and passion too.

stay tuned with us for some more interesting 
conversation with Ramesh Gangolli mam in our next 
issue!

<<<>>>
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Since our childhood days though we called it as Chandoba 
or Moon, we never knew that it had craters or holes, all we 
knew was that there is very large rabbit on the face of the 
Chandoba.We heard many stories associated with Chandoba, 
like how young Ram wanted the Moon to play with him in 
Ramayana but our knowledge of the Moon was poor, that 
nearest neighbor of Earth and our solar system was known 
by mnemonic (My Very educated Mother Just showed us 
nine Planets ...). Even looking through the telescope at the 
Moon was a far cry at school, forget that it had craters on 
its surface.

Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), formed in 
1969 by Vikram Sarabhai, identified the role and importance 
of space technology in a Nation’s development. ISRO has 
upheld its mission of bringing space to the service of the 
common man. Now ISRO has become one of the six largest 
space agencies in the world. ISRO maintains one of the largest 
fleet of communication satellites (INSAT) and remote sensing 
(IRS) satellites, that cater to the ever growing demand 
for fast and reliable communication and earth observation 
respectively. 

To achieve complete self reliance, it was essential to 
develop cost efficient and reliable launch systems, which 
took shape in the form of the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle 
(PSLV). The famed PSLV went on to become a favored 
carrier for satellites of various countries due to its reliability 
and cost efficiency, promoting unprecedented international 
collaboration. The Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle 
(GSLV) was developed keeping in mind the heavier and 
more demanding geosynchronous communication satellites. 
ISRO has also contributed to science research centers and 
autonomous institutions for remote sensing, astronomy and 

Chandoba, Chandomama, Chandrayan 1…. now Chandrayan 2
Dr. Bharat aDUr, akash GanGa centre for astronomy, BaDlapUr

astrophysics, atmospheric sciences and space sciences.
Chandrayaan-1 was the first Indian lunar probe under 

Chandrayaan program. It was launched by the Indian Space 
Research Organisation in October 2008, and operated until 
August 2009. The mission included a lunar orbiter and a 
Moon Impact Probe (MIP). India launched the spacecraft 
using a PSLV-XL rocket, serial number C11, on 22 October 
2008 at 00:52 UTC from Satish Dhawan Space Centre, at 
Sriharikota, Andhra Pradesh about 80 km north of Chennai. 
The mission was a major boost to India’s space program, as 
India researched and developed its own technology in order 
to explore the Moon. The vehicle was inserted into lunar orbit 
on 8 November 2008. 

On 14 November 2008, the Moon Impact Probe separated 

from the Chandrayaan orbiter at 14:36 UTC and struck the 
south pole in a controlled manner, making India the fourth 
country to place its flag insignia on the Moon. The probe hit 
near the crater Shackleton at 15:01 UTC, ejecting sub-surface 
soil that could be analyzed for the presence of lunar water 
ice. The location of impact was named as Jawahar Point.

After almost a year, the orbiter started suffering from 
several technical issues including failure of the star sensors 
and poor thermal shielding; Chandrayaan stopped sending 
radio signals about 20:00 UTC on 28 August 2009, shortly 
after which the ISRO officially declared the mission over. 

India decided to go to space in 1962. The visionary, Dr Vikram 
Sarabhai and Dr Abdul Kalaam set up the Thumba Equatorial 
Rocket Launching Station (TERLS) in Thiruvananthapuram 
for upper atmospheric research and Physical Research 
Laboratory (PRL) at Ahmedabad along with Dr Devandra Lal  
(Geophysics-TIFR), Bombay.

However there was already Space Race amongst US and 
Soviet Union, who would reach the Space first, be it artificial 
satellites, Man in Space, or Man on Moon.

A Moon landing is the arrival of a spacecraft on the surface 
of the Moon. This includes both manned and robotic missions. 
The first human-made object to touch the Moon was the Soviet 
Union’s Luna 2, on 13 September 1959. The United States’ 
Apollo 11 was the first manned mission to land on the Moon, 
on 20 July 1969.
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Chandrayaan operated for 312 days as opposed to the 
intended two years but the mission achieved 95% of its 
planned objectives.

On 2 July 2016, NASA used ground-based radar systems 
to relocate Chandrayaan-1 in its lunar orbit, more than 
seven years after it shut down. Repeated observations over 
the next three months allowed a precise determination of 
its orbit which varies between 150 and 270 km in altitude 
every two years.

Chandrayaan-2 is the second lunar exploration mission 
developed by the Indian Space Research Organisation 
(ISRO), after Chandrayaan-1. It consists of a lunar orbiter, 
the Vikram lander, and the Pragyan lunar rover, all of which 
were developed in India. The main scientific objective is to 
map and study the variations in lunar surface composition, 
as well as the location and abundance of lunar water.

The mission launched on its course to the Moon from 
the second launch pad at Satish Dhawan Space Centre on 
22 July 2019 at 09:13 UTC by a Geosynchronous Satellite 
Launch Vehicle Mark III (GSLV Mk III). The craft reached the 
Moon’s orbit on 20 August 2019 and began orbital positioning 
manoeuvres for the landing of the Vikram lander. Vikram and 
the rover scheduled to land on the near side of the Moon, 
in the south polar region at a latitude of about 70° south at 
approximately 20:23 UTC on 6 September 2019 and conduct 

The estimated cost for the project was ¹ 386 crore. The 
remote sensing lunar satellite had a mass of 1,380 kg at launch 
and 675 kg in lunar orbit. It carried high resolution remote 
sensing equipment for visible, near infrared, and soft/ hard 
X-ray frequencies. Over a two-year period, it had surveyed 
the lunar surface to produce a complete map of its chemical 
characteristics and three-dimensional topography. The polar 
regions are of special interest as they might contain ice. The 
lunar mission carried five ISRO payloads and six payloads 
from other space agencies including NASA, ESA, and the 
Bulgarian Aerospace Agency. Among its many achievements 
was the discovery of widespread presence of water molecules 
in lunar soil.

scientific experiments for one lunar day, which approximates 
two Earth weeks.

However, the lander deviated from its intended trajectory 
starting at 2.1 kilometers altitude, and lost communication 
when touchdown confirmation was expected. Initial reports 
suggesting a crash have been confirmed by ISRO chairman 
K. Sivan, stating that the lander location had been found, 
and “it must have been a hard landing”.

As of 15 September 2019, on-going efforts are being 
made by ISRO in hopes of restoring communications with 
Vikram. Both ISRO and NASA are in the process of trying 
to restore communications through their respective Deep 
Space Networks. Communication attempts will likely cease 
on 21 September 2019, fourteen days after Vikram’s landing 
attempt. The orbiter, part of the mission with eight scientific 
instruments, remains operational and is expected to continue 
its seven-year mission to study the Moon.

Two landing sites were selected, each with a landing 
ellipse of 32 × 11 km. The prime landing site (PLS54) is at 
70.90267 S 22.78110 E (~350 km north of the South Pole-
Aitken Basin rim, and the alternate landing site (ALS01) is at 
67.874064 S 18.46947 W. The prime site is on a high plain 
between the craters Manzinus C and Simpelius N, on the 
near side of the Moon.
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Diwali is fast approaching. As I prepare the sweets, I 
recall with nostalgia, the Diwali parties we used to have, 
when my husband, Sanjiv, was in service. Since my husband 
retired, and my daughter Nina, shifted to the US, our Diwali 
gatherings have gradually dwindled.

I clearly recall our first Diwali party. Nina must have been 
eight then. Sanjivhad been transferred to another Police 
Station on promotion. An officer arriving on promotion was 
expected to give a party to his staff …Sanjiv said there 
would be twelve officers. I was preparing sweets for Diwali 
anyway. Our residential quarters being specious, I assured 
Sanjiv that it would be no problem to throw a party with 
the help of my friends.

This time, I engaged a cook to prepare the sweets and 
savouries. My cousin Usha arrived with her friend Shweta 
to help me on the day of the party. I adorned the door with 
Toran of mango leaves and marigold and the landing with a 
colourfulRangoli. Meanwhile, Usha and Shweta turned the 
sitting room into a magical fairylandwith paper and thermacol 
decorations. The picture of Goddess Laxmi was Agarbattis 
and a coconut completed the décor.

Around 6o’clock, the guests began to arrive. A chorus of 
Diwali greetings broke the ice. Sanjiv, clad in dhoti-kurta, 
assured them that it would be an informal get-together. 
This put everyone at peace. Soon, they were laughing and 
joking together.

Meanwhile, Nina kept getting in the way, in her new 
ghagra-choli. So, I sent her to the balcony to place the clay 
lamps (diyas) in a row along the railing. Usha followed her, 
filling the lamps with oil and placing a wick in each, to be 
lighted at dusk, adding to the magic.

At pooja time, while Sanjiv waved the Aarti in front of 
the lovely picture of Goddess Laxmi, all those who know the 
Aarti, joined in the singing, especially the ladies. A strong 
male voice sang,”Bhaagyada Laxmi Baaramma” with us. 
Later Sanjiv told me that the singer was a Kannadiga named 
Karanth- no wonder then, that he had sung the bhajan with 
a perfect accent!

After the Prasad had been distributed, after a sign from 
me, Sanjiv announced that the refreshments had been laid 
out on the dining table. He requested them to help them-
selves. After we all had the refreshments, everyone sat back 
with a cup of coffee.

“We should have some music to complete the joy of this 
evening,” said Sanjiv,”Why don’t you give us a song, Karanth? 
You have a lovely voice!” Karanth readily obliged with two 
bhajans, one in Kannada and the other in Hindi and both 
were highly appreciated. Another officer dug into his pocket 
and produced a mouth organ and played popular Hindi film 
songs that everyone joined in from time to time. 

A third gentleman named Pawar, said he was used to 
singing only “Powadas”.”Most welcome,” said Sanjiv.We all 
looked forward to his performance. I quickly offered him a 

A saagrasangeet Diwali
nalInI naDkarnI, kanDIvlI (e), mUmBaI

brass thali, and he expertly beat the time on it using his fist. 
His inspiring patriotic song recreated Shivaji’s heroism, and 
ended amidst loud applause. Usha then surprised everyone 
by saying, “Jijaji, who is a good singer, should entertain his 
guests with a song.” A highly embarrassed Sanjiv confessed 
that he sang only in the bathroom- and onlyold Saigal 
songs. But the guests would accept no excuses, “You owe 
it to us” they said. Sanjiv had no choice, but to oblige. He 
was rewarded with thunderous clapping. One of the guests 
was so impressed, that he begged to be allowed to record 
Sanjiv’s voice at a convenient date in the near future. “My 
father is a great fan of Saigal’s, Sir. But I couldn’t afford to 
buy him a gramophone in those days. Now, I am planning to 
buy him a tape recorder on his 75th birthday. I’ll be grateful 
if you permit me to record your voice on it…”

Nina, who had been a silent witness to all this display of 
talent, shyly asked if she could dance to “NaachrayMoraa”. 
Sanjiv nodded with a smile.

Soon, tying on her ghungroos, she began to sing and 
dance and sway to everyone’s delight. Within minutes, she 
became the star of the show, and earned a standing ovation, 
much to her delight!

Thereafter, our guests discreetly looked at their watches, 
and left thanking us profusely for a ‘wonderful’ party. Thus 
, our first get-together helped us forge bonds that lasted a 
long, long time!
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No other service or profession lays as much emphasis 
on values, character traits and behavioural aspects of its 
members as do the armed forces. Not even the elite Indian 
Foreign Service. Values and behaviour expected from a 
person in uniform are ingrained right from Day One that he 
joins the defence training institution. 

The process starts even earlier. Officer aspirants appearing 
for the UPSC examination to join any of the three fighting 
services, after passing a tough entrance examination and 
making it in the merit list, have to appear before a Services 
Selection Board. Here the aspirant is tested for his various 
physical, moral, mental, social and leadership qualities till 
the board is thoroughly satisfied that he is indeed the right 
material that they are looking for.

He undergoes a day and a half of psychological tests. The 
psychological profiling is very thorough. His integrity, sense of 
responsibility and behaviour when he is unobserved is noted. 
His dependability, his command and leadership qualities and 
team spirit are tested by making him the leader of a group 
in a ‘command task.’ His physical prowess is tested on the 
obstacle course.

On the fourth day, after all that, those few who make the 
grade, appear before the members of the selection board 
for a personal interview, where all the board members can 
see the candidate in person and assess him. At the end of it 
all, the names of the successful candidates who have been 
finally selected are announced.

It may be mentioned that rejection is rampant. No 
concession is made for anybody irrespective of background. 
There is no special consideration or preference for any 
category of people. Entire successive batches of SSB 
candidates are known to have been found unfit and rejected. 
After all this, one is put through a thorough medical 
examination. And a few get ruled out here also. Those who 
finally make the merit list, join the academy.

It was in the National Defence Academy at Khadakvasla 
that we were meaningfully and deliberately exposed to the 
norms and values that we were expected to live by. The poem 
‘If’ by Rudyard Kipling was framed in every cadet’s cabin over 
his study table. The Academy taught us everything - how to 
dress for various occasions, how to conduct ourselves, how 
to speak, good military bearing and military etiquette, table 
manners, camaraderie, punctuality, selflessness and self - 
sacrifice, fighting for a cause, moral and physical courage, 
honour and being a good citizen amongst others. Even good 
social behaviour and manners were insisted upon. 

Vice Admiral B A Samson, a former Commandant of the 
NDA when addressing us cadets, once stated “the Academy 
will teach you to be humble enough to eat with the poor 
and fit enough to dine with Kings.” So true…Service officers 
are equally at ease while they are eating pani-puri from the 
roadside vendor or while dining with diplomats.

Military Musings
Value system in the Military

maj Gen B n rao, avsm, vsm & Bar (retD)

Drill is the most important activity in the life of the 
cadet. It not only puts starch in the cadets but prepares 
them to become military professionals. Instantaneous and 
unquestioning obedience of orders is what drill instils in 
the cadets. A quality on which their very lives may one day 
depend e.g. when a submarine has to crash dive, a bomber 
is hit by flak or when an army unit is engaged in covert 
operations behind enemy lines. 

The lasting lesson that we took from the NDA was its 
motto - to put ‘Service Before Self’, which everyone of us 
did throughout our service life. The NDA trained us for all 
round development. There was a strict ‘honour code’ for 
cadets and we were expected to live by it. If a cadet was 
consistently found lacking ‘Officer Like Qualities’ he could 
even be withdrawn from the Academy.

Sports and competitions forced us to put in our very 
best. Indeed if one did not put in one’s best, he was taken 
to task. Feigning in boxing, shamming in cross country races 
or hesitating to jump off the 7 metre diving board into the 
swimming pool - all attracted the attention and ire of the 
system. Sports taught us to play to win. It also taught us how 
to take defeat sportingly and to be magnanimous in victory. 

The Indian Military Academy further built upon the 
foundation already laid by the NDA. It taught us to be 
gentlemen first and officers next and imbibed in us, the credo 
of the Indian Army –

“The safety, honour and welfare of your country come 
first, always and every time.

 The Honour, welfare and comfort of the men you 
command come next.

 Your own ease, comfort and safety, come last, always 
and every time.”

Physical courage and endurance continue to be enhanced 
even after commissioning through courses that young 
officers undergo. The Physical Training (PT) course and the 
Commando course are known for their tough standards. And 
those who volunteer to become Paratroopers need a special 
brand of fitness and courage. 

The insistence on values and what is important to the 
army does not end with the academy.Military upbringing 
and grooming of young officers is a continuous process. 
Furthermore, the Commanding Officer keeps a watchful eye 
on the young officer’s personal, physical, moral, spiritual and 
professional upbringing. 

And as far as units are concerned, the army frowns on 
lavish parties and five star culture. Military correctness, 
courtesy, and good and clean environment are the order 
of the day. Furthermore, control of wasteful and avoidable 
expenditure whilst maintaining military standards, is insisted 
upon.

But with changing times and changing nature of warfare, 
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newer technologies and ever changing social norms, new 
rules of conduct needed to be enunciated. Gen K Sunderji, 
late COAS, did just that. He addressed a personal letter and 
addressed it by name to every officer of the Indian Army 
serving at that time, leaving them in no doubt as to what he 
expected of them. 

More recently with Counter Insurgency Operations (CI 
Ops) becoming the norm rather than the exception and the 
army facing criticism, Late Gen B C Joshi, when he was Chief 
of the Army Staff, issued a set of instructions to all units 
engaged in CI Ops: because the army enjoys considerable 
latitude while operating under the aegis of AFSPA. Amongst 
the more important commandments included – no rape or 
molestation of women, no military disgrace (such as shooting 
unarmed civilians or burning villages), no torture resulting 
in death, no interference in local civil administration, use of 
minimum force etc. Any infringement would invite immediate 
and severe disciplinary action under the Army Act.

Value based living has become a way of life for the armed 
forces. Words like duty, honour, courage, colours and country 
will always find place in the military ethic. The Indian Army 
is the epitome of national integration. Its participation in 
nation building is well acknowledged. When India is ravaged 
by natural or manmade disasters – it is the armed forces that 
are inevitably called out to help. The armed forces are the 
last resort to help solve the nation’s problems

The Indian Armed Forces, which are second to none in 
the world, set the example for others to follow.

Gayatri Sunil Nadkarni
Birth: 2/3/1986 Death: 7/9/2019

We miss you every moment of our lives. 
Your presence continues to surround us.

You live in the heart and minds of loving family 
you left behind

Sunil Nadkarni & Family members
Brothers and sisters and all friends

(Nadkarnis, Honavars, Nayaks, Pais, 
Shenoy & Kudvas)

Sad Demise
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I have been thinking about home-cooked food and have 
realised it is not just a question of cooking something, or 
even cooking something nice. There is so much more to 
it—care, thinking of others, making things as perfectly as 
possible, passing on the commitment to making good food…
and so much more.

And in all this, I see my mother, Maya Benegalwho is 93. 
All her life she has been creating and cooking fabulous meals 
and snacks. She lost her mother while still in her early teens, 
so she had to take over the kitchen 
with no one to teach her.Amma ran 
the kitchen in her flat in Bangalore 
until she turned 86. As she grew 
weaker in memory and strength, my 
husband Ashok and I were worried 
that she might have an accident 
while she was alone and we asked 
her to move in with us, not too far 
from her base in Malleswaram.

During our growing up years, 
Amma’s home-cooked food was at 
the centre of our family’s feeling 
of well-being and of being cher-
ished.My childhood memories are 
embellished with the aromas and 
flavours of ‘gharchey-jevan’ cooked 
by Amma. She turned out hot, soft 
chapatis (almost faster than the fan-fold paper of a dot matrix 
printer) which we ate with her succulent morambo (goose-
berry jam) or tomato jam or seasonal preserves or with a 
delicious sabzi at 7 a.m. before school. She packed our lunch 
boxes. And she somehow still had the energy for making 
wholesome high-tea and dinners every single day. Luckily for 
us, Maggi noodles, frozen alootikkis and canned soups were 
not available in those days and even if our corner grocery 
store had stocked it, Amma would never have bought them.

Another thing I have learnt is that in times of hardship, 
resourcefulness becomes important. I still remember the 
stark nights, during the Indo-Pak War of 1971, which were 
replete with black-outs, air-raid sirens and a general feeling 
of dread. Black-outs meant we had to shut the kitchen down 
after 6 p.m. So we had high-tea and then huddled round the 
radio.Those memories also carry the sweet taste of Milkmaid 
biscuits, the size of a 50p coin and the aroma of hot bajeys 
and vegetable sandwiches. On a serious note, the war 
brought serious cereal and sugar shortages and rationing. 
There was a local competition to create recipes without using 
cereals and Amma, resourceful and creative as ever won a 
prize for her creation!

Managing without appliances is also an aspect of making 
do. And my mother was a perfect example. In those days, 
not every home had an electric oven. Amma would hoist up 
a large rectangular tin on her waist with the ingredients for 
baking biscuits and nip down 3 blocks to a local bakery and 
come home with a load of fresh biscuits with ridges on top 
traced by a fork. The memory of that aroma wafting through 

My Amma And the Joy Of Cooking
hema hattanGaDy

the house as she opened the still warm dabba still makes 
my mouth water.

Even today, friends and relatives recall her creations with 
great affection. Her nephews, nieces and grandchildren 
call on her birthday with ‘Maya Mami, tugeley chiroti khaon 
kamhondista’ (We long for your chirotis) or ‘Ammama, when 
can we have your nimkis next…’ One cousin who calls, 
without fail, on Amma’s birthday speaks longingly of ‘Maya 
Mami’s silky parathas’. Her kodbalis, malpuris, besankhadis, 

rawaladoos, nevris (kadabus) and chaklis 
(murkkus) were hugely popular. A niece 
recently revealed that her family had started 
making moong (whole green gram) dosas or 
peserattu once a week ever since they ate 
it at Amma’s 30 years ago. Even as I write 
this I can imagine some of the readers from 
our extended family thinking ‘but you forgot 
to mention her excellent …..!’

Repertoire and being able to make 
modifications to fit available resources is an-
other important mark of a real food-maker. 
Amma’s repertoire was endless as was her 
enthusiasm to dish up favourites for visitors 
from far and near. Anyone who came to visit 
was prevailed upon to stay on for a meal, 
take some goodies home in a box for the 
kids or at least sample some phenoris or 

kachoris. She would tweak recipes with little touches of her 
own to enhance the flavour, add to the crispness etc Like 
putting a spoon of hot oil in the ‘bajjeypeet’ to make the 
bajjey crisp or adding 1 raw garlic pod and a few raw dhania 
seeds to the bendimasol or a dash of hing and a piece of raw 
onion to ambatmasol! Once, all 4 sisters got jaundice. Amma 
had to cook without oil. She somehow made delectable do-
sas which made a friend comment “Oh Mayapachi vey…Pole 
peetnaatilenpollekadata!” (in other words, she could create 
something out of nothing!)

Amma was also an expert in making countless pappads 
and vadiyos (sandige) at home. As kids, we thought it was 
a privilege to race upstairs to dry batches on the sunlit roof-
top terrace and bring them down. On national holidays like 
Republic Day and Independence Day Amma would make 
tricolour ravakhadis and we would dive into them with pa-
triotic fervour!

One year there was an entire stall in a Kanara Saraswat 
Association Fair in Delhi with all products made, suggested 
or advised by Amma (Maya) - from the basic cumin-coriander 
pitti to complicated amtimasala. We remember coming home 
from school for a couple of weeks to find all the neighbour-
hood ‘amchi’pacchis pounding, grinding, roasting and eating 
and generally having fun while they made the masalas. We 
kids were given the all-important job of sealing (using a lit 
candle) and packing the finished product.

Though a vegetarian herself, Amma would make non-veg-
etarian food for us on the weekends. I realise now that this 
is an extraordinary quality for someone who makes food to 

Making Kodbali
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have—the ability to go beyond oneself and think of others. 
I don’t think Amma has ever written down a recipe or 

referred to any cook-book. She did not need kitchen scales 
to weigh or use calculators for conversions. She was also 
known for the quick and accurate estimation of quantities of 
ingredients needed for large gatherings at picnics or pujas. 
Just before our Konkani association picnics in Nehru Park or 
BudhJayanti Park the organiser would call Amma and ask 
how many cups of rice would be needed to make pulao for 
70 people. Amma would answer without batting an eyelid or 
reaching for pen and paper. And her estimate would be just 
right. Amma would make her own sambar powder and amti 
powder which became so popular that she was coaxed into 
taking orders from friends!

Today when you step into any kitchen there is a range 
of appliances to make life easier. Amma, like other mums 
of the time, achieved what she did with the bare minimum 
of what we take for granted today. Amma had mastered 
the ragdo (grinding stone) which had pride of place in our 
kitchen. It was not an easy thing to master as my sloppy 
attempts showed me!

My husband Ashok and I went through some fads of diets 
for weight loss as we got into our forties, gave up ghee and 
most fats and experimented with many cuisines. After much 
trial and error (and after we paid for advice from nutrition 
experts and dietitians), we came back to the diets our moth-
ers had fed us in our childhood. And Amma watches with a 
benign smile on her face as we have come full circle to using 

‘kuvaley’ (ash-gourd) once a week to cleanse stomachs, 
gabbo (banana-stem), banana flower for its nutrition, and 
bhindi for memory!

In 2016, Amma had a fall and shattered her hip-bone so 
is only able to walk with a walker and cannot stand up for 
long. None of that has diminished her love for and interest 
in food-making. When our son visits from the US, she always 
makes delectable kodbalis.She now relishes the food made 
by our cook Ammu. Amma trained Ammu to make sambar 
powder and amti powder, pittichitni and lashneychitni, pat-
olis and ghashis, ambats, kodels…To her credit, Ammu has 
written every recipe in Tamil in a little note-book.

Fast forward to 2019…Ammu suddenly started making 
some unusual dishes. When we asked her where she had 
got the recipe she grinned and said her 4-year-old grandson 
showed her how to log into YouTube so she now gets video 
recipe alerts in Tamil every day! This was surely the magic 
Ammahad set off. In the same way, our son Raghav and 
15-year-old daughter Ananya have both taken to cooking. I 
see in all this how generous-hearted one has to be in pass-
ing on one’s cooking wisdom to others, sort of passing the 
kailato-baton on!

It’s getting on to lunch-time now so I raise my steel pailo 
of hot rasam to say ‘three cheers’ to my mother, and to loving 
homemakers like her everywhere! What they make, time and 
again, is perfect, and this is surely perfection for its own sake.

Courtesy Canara Union News Letter
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10th standard
Aditi Prashant Kowshik, Hubballi - SSLC - 96.96%
Aditya Koppikar, Bailur - SSLC 97%
Akhil Shyamsunder Bhat, Mumbai - ICSE - 97.5%A 

Grade 
Computer application 100/100, History Civics Geogra-
phy; 99/100 and Maths 99/100

Anandita Balsavar, New Delhi - CBSE- 95%
Ananditha Chaitanya Kembre, Santacruz (East) 

 Mumbai - ICSE - 96.8%
Arnav Gurucharan hoskote, Andheri West, Mumbai 

-  CBSE - 94.80%
Arjun Puthli - IGCSE - 95.40% - Cambridge 

International Mathematics 99.0% (Scored Highest In 
school) 

Avantika Anand Bailoor, Pune - CBSE 91.8% 
Merit: Topped the school for Social Science, obtained 
99%

Dhruv Rohit Chandavarker, Goa - ICSE 92% (Histo-
ry 99%)

esha Ananthrao nalkur, Thane - CBSE - 86%
Ishaan sameer Mavinkurve, Pune - CBSE 94%
Ishan Dhananjay Yellurkar, Bandra, Mumbai, ICSE 

- 92.2%
Kartik Chetan Kalbag, Malad, Mumbai - SSCE 

90.80%
Lochana sanjay Koppikar, Borivali, Mumbai - SSCE 

- 92.20%
Mihir shailesh tallur, Mumbai - CBSE 93%
Om surendra Koppikar, Mumbai - SSCE - 82.80%
Riya Anand Golikere, Pune - SSCE - 94.4%
Rudra Abhijeet Parulekar, Mumbai - ICSE - 91%
samiksha satyendra Kumble, Talmakiwadi, Mumbai 

- SSCE - 88.40 % 
Varun Murlidhar nambiar, Santacruz east 

Mumbai ICSE - 96% 

12th standard
Advaith Kaikini, Ahmedabad - CBSE 77%
Akshay Mohan ullal, Bangalore - ISCE - 96.8%
Anagha Jayadev shukla, Hubli - PUC - 94.83%
(KCET - Architecture rank 85)
Ankita Anil nadkarni, Kalbag (Kumta) - PUC (Sci-

ence) - 92%
Anusha niraj Rao, Muskat - CBSE A1
Arya A. naik, Dombivli (W) - HSCE - 86.62%
nidhi niranjan ullal, Bangalore, PUC - 81%
Prerna V. Mullerpaten, Chennai - CBSE - Humanities 

Group 90.8%
Tanya Chaitanya Byndoor, Dahisar, Mumbai - HSCE 

- 92%

Akshay Mohan ullal: Merit or Prize Obtained: Certificate 
for Academic Proficiency awarded by the Vidya Niketan 
School
Akshay is now pursuing Commerce in the St. Joseph’s 
College of Commerce in Bangalore. He is interested in 
football and plays the Guitar.
Ananditha Chaitanya Kembre, Santacruz(East) Mum-
bai - ICSE : Merit / Prizes obtained : Highest in biology 
(99) and History (99), secured Rank 10 with 96.8%in 
Lilavatibai Podar High School.
Mandar Radhakrishna Kodange: I am very much 
thankful to our Chitrapur Math for the support it has been 
providing for my education. By the grace of Lord Bhavani 
Shankar and HH Swamiji, I scored in Diploma Mechanical 
Final Year Summer 2019 with 92.63%. (Aggregated Marks 
of 5th And 6th Semester :- 91.59%)
Merit or Prize Obtained: 2nd in 5th Semester and 6th 
semester prize is awaited. 

Graduation and Post Graduation
Diploma Mechanical Final Year

Mandar Radhakrishna Kodange, Nashik - Final year 
- 92.63%

executive Programe examination (the Insti-
tute of Company sectrataries of India)

Kaivalya Ravindra nadkarni, 61.28%

CA Final
siddhi shrikar Kadle - 215/400

Examination Results 2019
We Congratulate the following students and wish them all the best

10th Standard

ANNOUNCEMENT – CHANGE IN 
CONTACT DETAILS OF OUR 

KSA HOLIDAY HOME, NASHIK
New Pandit Colony, Off. Sharanpur Road, 

Nashik - 422 002
Phone: (0253) – 2580575 / 2315881 / 2232841.

Manager/Caretaker: 
Mr Radhakrishna Kodange, 
Mobile No: +91 7507463137

Email : nashikholidayhome@gmail.com
PLEASE NOTE THAT 

SMT. RAVIKALA & PRAKASH KOPPIKAR
ARE NO LONGER INVOLVED WITH THE 

MANAGEMENT OF OUR 
HOLIDAY HOME AT NASHIK 



Examination Results 2019
10th Standard

Aditi Kowshik Aditya Koppikar Akhil Bhat Anandita Balsavar Ananditha Kembre

Arnav hoskoteArjun Puthli Avantika Bailoor Dhruv Chandavarker esha Nalkur

ishaan Mavinkurve ishan Yellurkar Kartik Kalbag Mihir Tallurlochana Koppikar

Om surendra Koppikar riya Golikere rudra Parulekar samiksha Kumble Varun Nambiar

12th Standard

akshay Ullal Ankita NadkarniAnagha shukla Anusha rao arya naik
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Prerna MullerpatenNidhi Ullal Tanya Byndoor

Budding artists of Srivali High School, Chitrapur

siddhi Kadle

Graduates /Post Graduates

Mandar Kodange

Results Continued...

Sachin Naik (Both the above)

Manoj Kumbar Harish Naik

12th Standard
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Belthangadi Aditi Rao (11 years)

Aarya Katre (9 years)

Avani Santosh Sajip (9 years) 

Happy Dussera

Happy faces

Unicorn

Kiddies’ Corner Ardhanareeshwara

 Aditi Mohan Ullal (14 years)
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Chitrapur Heritage Foundation
711 Daylily Court, Langhorne, Pennsylvania, USA

Connecting US Amchis to Chitrapur Math
Founded in 2005, Chitrapur Heritage Foundation (CHF) is a Section 501 (c)(3) not-for-profit charitable organization. The mission of CHF is to 
provide a vital link for Amchis in the US to stay actively connected with our Chitrapur Math and our Guruparampara. Currently, CHF Chapters 
are located in four main regions across the US. Over the past decade, Amchis in the US have supported students’ education, temple restoration 
& cladding, and promoted women’s empowerment in the villages of Chitrapur and Shirali. 
The activities of CHF include: 
• Facilitate the collection of annual “Vantiga” payment from every earning Saraswat in the US - “Vantiga” supports and maintains the upkeep 
of our spiritual centers in Bengaluru, Gokarn, Mallapur, Mangaluru, and Shirali;
• Promote cultural heritage by supporting temple restoration projects and maintenance of Chitrapur Museum archives;
• Support education of 100 students at the Srivali High School through the “Sponsor-A-Student” Scheme; and 
• Preserve the rich cultural heritage of the Chitrapur Saraswat community in the US through Monthly Satsang and Prarthana Varga for children, 
and by celebrating festivals like Yugadi, Ram Navami, Gokulashtami, Ganesh Chaturthi, Navratri, Diwali.

For more information, please contact Arun Heble (arheble@yahoo.com) Tel: +1-215-666-3200
or Pramod Mavinkurve (pmkurve@gmail.com). Tel: 908-616-1497. 

Gokulashtami / shri Krishnajanmashtami in new Jersey, usA

radha and Krishna pujan

2014 celebrations

Vasudeva taking Balakrishna 
from Mathura to Gokul

singing ‘Maasa shraavana’, ‘Vasudeva Moorthy 
hathighetali’, ‘Dolaara sunder’
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Shri Krishna Janmashtami celebration is a rich heritage 
and tradition passed on through generations. Our Chitrapur 
Saraswat community is very fortunate to have inherited a very 
loving and unique way of celebrating this festival. Renowned 
Saint Shri Ramavallabhdas composed bhajans pouring his 
heart out in love for beloved Lord Shri Krishna and towards 
saints namely Jnanadev, Namdev, Ekanath,Tukaram, Ramdas 
and His Guru Laxmidhardas also His Guru Bhandhu Ragavdas. 
Devotees singing these melodious bhajans invoke the Guru 
Shakti, Lord Ganesha and Shaaradaa Devi, after which they 
traverse through various sections like ‘Nitya Niyam’, ‘Vara 
Niyama’, ‘Bhakti’, ‘Dhyanopasana/Gondhala’, ’Pujopachara’, 
‘Dolotsava’, ‘ShriKrishnaJanma-katha’ and ‘Upasamhara”.

Sant Sri Ramavallabhdas shared these bhajans and blessed 
Shri Avadi Maata of our Chitrapur Saraswat community 400 
years ago in the village of Mallapur (Mallinathapur). These 
bhajans are lovingly referred to as ‘Gokulashtami-mhantis’. 

In New Jersey, USA, Ashok & Vanita Balwalli have been 
hosting Shri Krishna Janmashtami Celebrations every year 
since 1983. Janmashtami celebrations begin in the morning 
with ‘Shodashopchar Pujan’ of Lord Shri Krishna. Then in the 
evening the children gather at their house and along with 
rest of the devotees participate in singing the starting prayers 
and Deepanamaskar after which the children take part in the 
ceremony to honor the birth of the Lord is done. In this Shri 
Baal Krishna (idol of baby Krishna) is taken in a decorated 
basket from one end of the room to the other end where a 
decorated cradle is kept. This ceremony gives the children a 
visual of the story of how baby Shri Krishna was taken from 
Mathura to Gokul right after HIS birth. After ceremoniously 
placing Shri Baal Krishna in the cradle, the children slowly 
and loving help in swaying the cradle. During this time Vanita 
Balwalli along with her daughter Shruti Balwalli-Udyawer con-
ducts ‘Radha/Krishna Pujan’ honoring the children by doing 
Aarti and offering sweets to each of them. Delicious home-
made Paanak is served along with sweets around the same 
time. The children are then given a home grown Tulsi plant 
each, to offer to Lord Shri Krishna which they later take home 
with them as prasad. During this part every year Umesh & 
Chitra Nagarkatte lead in singing a melodious ‘Radha Krishna, 
Radha’ chant as sweets and paanak is being distributed to 
all. We miss the loving presence of Chitra Nagarkatte now 
as she passed on to merge in the ultimate blissful state last 
year (August 2018).

The next section of the Janmashtami celebration is con-
ducted outside in the backyard of the Balwalli residence. We 
first have Palki Utsav with an idol of Lord Shri Krishna placed 
in a small decorated palki,followed by Chocolate Hundis for 
children. This year we also included Rathotsav (a mid-sized 
replica of the Rath made by Ashok Balwalli). The Rath was 
pulled back and forth with a lot of cheering and excitement 

in the backyard by the children and some adults. This was 
followed by potluck dinner prepared by various volunteers.

After dinner we all gather once again in the shrine room 
and that’s when we start singing the ‘Gokulashtami-mhantis’ 
written by Saint Shri Ramavallabhdas. These mhantis go on 
until past midnight and in the end we all sit in meditation for 
a few minutes as taught by H.H. Sadyojat Shankarashram 
Swamiji and absorb the energy created through the ceremo-
nial, fun filled, daylong celebration. 

This is the most memorable day of the year for many of 
us as the whole experience of firstly celebrating Janmashtami 
with the children (hundi, palki, now the Rath included) and 
then the melodious ‘mhantis’ is very enriching. It brings back 
so many memories from childhood, back-home in India. We 
all are humbled with a sense of gratitude to the beloved Guru 
Shakti for blessing us with this rich heritage and tradition 
which we hope to carry on for generations to come. Only 
7 devotees attended the first year and with the love and 
blessings of our beloved Guru Parampara this number has 
now grown to 120+ devotees. We bow with gratitude and 
love to the Guru Shakti as we continue to seek blessings in 
the form of guidance and everlasting love. 

Celebration of Cultural tradition
Gokulashtami / shri Krishnajanmashtami in new Jersey, usA

ashok BalwallI & shashank UDyawer

Report

Vinay V Gangavali
Phone: 2380 0460
Mobile: 9892407934

!

We accePt outdoor caterinG
orders for

Get-toGethers, Birthday parties,
MarriaGe, thread cereMony and 

any other occasions.
3-5/18, 2nd Floor , Talmakiwadi, Tardeo, 

Mumbai - 400 007.
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If you want to truly succeed at your work and achieve 
the highest success, then there is one sure shot way to do 
that and that way is by becoming a ‘DUDE’! I surely am 
not referring to the term ‘dude’, which we casually use to 
describe a person who probably projects an attitude of style 
and smartness. The dude I am referring to is different and 
that is because it signifies ‘four’ wonderful qualities to help 
you become the best in your professional as well as your 
personal life. Let us take a look at the DuDe!

Daring- Whether you are new in the organization or have 
been working for many years, it is time for you to become 
‘daring’. What is the deeper meaning of the term ‘daring’ and 
that too in the context of your role in the organization? To 
begin with, we can understand it as being brave and bold. 
Having said this, in the context of your role in the organiza-
tion, the aspect of daring will be relevant especially when you 
may have to face new challenges, make tough decisions, or 
work with aggressive boss or superiors, colleagues or even 
clients. There will be many situations where you may feel 
nervous or experience the fear of failure as well. Remember, 
failures are one of the best teachers for us! It is in such sit-
uations that you must become daring, GAtheR COuRAGe 
& DO WhAt YOu ARe COnVInCeD Is RIGht.

unique- Be different, but in a positive way. There was 
this group of friends who would climb to the top of the hill to 
reach an ancient temple. They would follow only one ‘regular’ 
route for a long time, till one of the friends suggested that 
they look for another alternative route. Most of the others 
dissuaded and discouraged him from trying something new 
or different saying it was a waste of time and that nothing 
good would come out of it. “Why do you want to try a dif-
ferent route? What if you fail? Isn’t it better that we follow 
the same and safe route and not try to be foolish?” one of 
them said in almost an aggressive tone. “No, I do not agree 
with you. I believe there cannot be just one route or only 
one solution to a problem or a challenge. Even in this case 
there cannot be just one route to reach the temple. At the 
least, I will try and find if there is another way to the top. 
I just believe in trying to search for an alternate and hope-
fully a faster route to the top of the hill. I believe if I fail in 
finding the alternative route, I will be happy that I, at the 
least, tried”. Saying this he left the group to find another 
route to the temple and surprisingly, he actually found two 
different and shorter routes to the temple! I believe that 
even as a professional, we must be unique in the way we 
execute our roles and responsibilities. Being unique means 
to be positively and progressively different and to…’thInK 
OUT OF THE BOX!’

Developmental- Always keep your eyes, ears and along 
with that, your attitude ‘open’ to learning something new 
each and every day. Remember you must always know that 
your professional success is directly proportionate to your 
professional development and this development happens only 

Are you the ‘DuDe’?
mayUr kalBaG

when you invest time towards acquiring ‘new’ knowledge 
that related to your work, your skills and your competencies. 
Wherever and whenever you get the chance to attend some 
training, conference or seminar, make it a point to attend it 
with the attitude to develop your skills and knowledge. Hav-
ing said this, try and also learn from every conversation you 
have with your seniors, your colleagues, your customers and 
even your juniors. ‘Be like a sponge’ and keep absorbing 
as much as you can and by doing that you will experience a 
speedy growth in your professional as well as your personal 
life. Remember the two words - LeARn & LeAP!

enthusiastic- When you see a child in the park, what is 
that you really see in that child. Well, the answer is simple. 
You will see a lot of enthusiasm and excitement. The child 
will be playful throughout the time that he is in the park, 
trying out new rides and wanting to sit on the swing. This 
child-like enthusiasm must be awakened within you as well, 
especially when you are working in an organization. I say this 
for a reason. Any and every organization will have budgets 
or targets for you to accomplish and with these expecta-
tions there will always be high pressure and the inevitable 
stress. Such things can become barriers to your professional 
effectiveness and could hamper your growth eventually. It 
is for this reason that I believe we must make our attitude 
a positive weapon to battle the negative emotions of stress, 
tension, worry and negative thinking. Only an enthusiastic 
employee will look at the half glass of water as half full and 
not half empty. Time has come to LOOK At the sunshIne 
& nOt the shADOW.

If you can truly understand and then develop the ‘DUDE’ 
qualities I will assure you that you will accomplish all your 
professional objectives and personal goals sooner than later!

the Relevance of epic stories to 
Real Life

chaItanya naDkarnI

The epic stories of Ekalavya and Abhimanyu in Mahab-
harata indicate the principle of indirect education, which is 
an example of self-education. Ekalavya, in the absence of a 
teacher learns the art of archery and masters it better than 
Arjuna, who is directly under the guidance of his teacher 
Dronacharya! Abhimanyu, while in his mother-Subhadra’s 
womb, learns how to enter the territory encircled by enemies, 
when Sri Krishna explains it to a pregnant Subhadra.. This 
proves the presence of Guru Tatva within every individual.

And it is now scientifically proved that, it is possible that 
the child in the womb can grasp what its mother listens to 
and thinks about! That is, perhaps, why our elders advise 
pregnant women to read good spiritual books, to think good 
and stay in a happy mood!
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The story of Bheeshma from the Mahabharata is the 
inspiring saga of a hero who unflinchingly walks the path 
of filial devotion to his father, and who unremittingly stands 
by his word.

Bheeshma, at birth, is given the name Devavrata. Soon 
after, his mother, Ganga, the River Goddess, forsakes his fa-
ther, King Shantanu of Hastinapura. Later on, Shantanu falls 
in love with a fisherman’s daughter, Satyavati, and proposes 
marriage. But Satyavati and her father lay down a condition: 
that, not Bheeshma or his children, but Satyavati’s future son 
by Shantanu, and his descendants, should be made inheritors 
to the throne. Greatly dismayed, Shantanu refuses. But on 
returning home, he falls into dejection. Devavrata notices 
his father’s sadness, finds out the reason for it, and seeks 
out the fisher girl. He urges Satyavati to accept Shantanu’s 
marriage proposal, promising that he will renounce his 
position as his father’s heir and also never marry, so that 
there will be no children to lay claim to the throne. He also 
swears to loyally serve the future rulers of Hastinapura born 
of Satyavati and Shantanu. It is a deeply self-denying vow 
that Devavrata takes for the sake of his father’s happiness. 
It earns him the name Bheeshma: ‘He of the Terrible Oath’. 
Overwhelmed by his son’s act, Shantanu gifts him the boon 
of ichchha mrityu, the ability to choose the time of his death. 
The marriage takes place.

The passing years bring the birth of Satyavati and Shan-
tanu’s two sons, of their sons, in turn, and thereafter, the 
third generation; Bheeshma’s grand-nephews: the adharmic 
Kauravas and the dharmic Pandavas. Bheeshma becomes 
witness to the jealousy and enmity that the Kauravas de-
velop towards the Pandavas. His oath binds him to serve 

Bheeshma’s Long Journey
GayatrI maDan DUtt

the Kauravas who have unfairly taken over the rulership of 
Hastinapur. He has to watch in silent misery as they torment 
and exile the Pandavas.

In the great Bharata War that eventually breaks out, 
again to keep his word, Bheeshma is obliged to fight on the 
side of the Kauravas against the Pandavas. He is appointed 
commander of the forces and proves unassailable. But on 
the 10th, day of the war, he quietly reveals to Pandava Arjuna 
whom he loves dearly, how to bring about his end.

Employing this tactic on the battlefield, Arjuna compels 
Bheeshma to lay down his arms and turn his face away. 
Then with a breaking heart, he covers his back in a shower 
of arrows. The mighty warrior falls supine, supported on a 
bed of arrows. The Kauravas and Pandavas, in grief, sit by 
their Pitaamaha-their Grand Sire. Invoking his father’s boon 
of being able to choose the time of his death, Bheeshma, 
on his arrow bed-his shara shayyaa, waits 58 days for the 
Punya Kaala (the Auspicious Time) of Uttaraayana (the Winter 
Solstice). This is the time when the sun begins its movement 
towards the north. At this blessed hour, Bheeshma leaves 
his body.

Along with hundreds of other tales, this moving story too 
made a long journey from its native Indian shores across 
the ocean into South East Asia. In the Cambodian temple of 
Angkor Wat, the world’s largest religious structure, select war 
scenes from the Ramayana and Mahabharata are carved on 
the walls of its galleries. A special place is given to Bheesh-
ma lying on his bed of arrows. Such is the fine sensitivity to 
the story shown by the makers of the temple, that on the 
day of the Winter Solstice, the rays of the setting sun fall on 
Bheeshma’s image.

The Popular Co-operative Buying Club Ltd.
REGISTRATION NO : C-204 OF 1941

C/o, Dilip Sashital
2/2, Talmakiwadi, JavjiDadaji Marg, Mumbai- 400007.

We are pleased to inform our shareholder members that payment of Dividend @ Rs. 10/- per share was 
approved by the General body in its AGM held on 18-9-2019. Dividend cheques will be sent to the 
members’ address recorded in our registers. If any member has changed the address, the intimation of the 
same must be sent to us at the above address. You may choose to inform us by email on: dilip_sashi@
yahoo.com OR on WhatsApp number 9820014862
Nominees of the deceased members may obtain claim form from the undersigned for the process of 
registering in place of the deceased member.
We are planning to issue Dividend cheques from 1st November, 2019 so members are requested to inform 
change of address, if any, before the end of October-2019
For Popular Co-op. Buying Club Ltd.
 Dilip P Sashital  Kishore A Surkund
 Chairman  Hon. Secretary
 9920132925  022-23886461 or 9892198864
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The auctions at Sotheby’s and Christie’s, of rare and 
valuable artifacts are an experience to remember. Those 
invaluable pieces of yore, used or patronized by royalty and 
important people of the world, are displayed on the pedes-
tal, highlighted by a brilliant light. The auctioneer generates 
untold enthusiasm about the piece to be auctioned, by 
narrating its provenance, its history and its association with 
some historical personality. The fervor in the audience rises 
to a fever pitch, as each show of hand enhances the selling 
price by a few thousand dollars. And the auctioneer’s voice 
keeps rising with each bid, until it trembles with excitement 
at the highest proffer, before the hammer comes crashing 
on the anvil. SOLD!!

The auctioneer is happy, so is the buyer, for having out-
shone his bidding opponents; the seller is ecstatic and the 
mood is one of great festivity… Until the buyer has to empty 
his coffers and realize that he is stuck with a useless piece of 
history which may add to his social status and consequently 
his ego, but adds very little to his wisdom, knowledge or 
spiritual advancement. 

Ostensibly invaluable pieces of art or history are treated 
with a fervent reverence by society. Pieces that may look 
very ornate, but are static, without memory, without wisdom, 
without very much to really add to our collective human 
consciousness are considered worthy of respect. Indeed, 
Old is Gold!!

But the same logic hardly applies to us humans. Human 
beings who are endowed with an enriched fabric of mem-
ory, history, wisdom of the ages, emotions, experience et 
al, become quite redundant with age. Once a human being 
is no longer financially useful or becomes technologically 
redundant, he/she is relegated to some corner of the social 
grid, which we still feel obliged to care for, not unlike the 
philanthropic dog shelters.

Elderly people, who have effaced their very souls to pro-
vide for the creature comforts of the next generation, are all 
but forgotten in the rat race for one-upmanship and keeping 
up with the Jones’. I live in a town with a sizable population 
of elderly, living all alone in their houses, or admitted in an 
institution, to rot at the hands of a care giver. The relatives 
condescend to call every once in a while, if only to ensure 
that the person is alive. They may also visit briefly, once a 
year, on their way to an exotic destination for a vacation. 
But the elderly is left to her own devices, her enervating 
aches and pains, and to deal with the excruciating loneliness, 
which is her lot. 

“The Daughter from California” is a well known medical 
term for the next of kin of the patient, who flies down from 
abroad at the critical stage of the illness and throws her 
weight on the medical care givers, by pounding them with 
questions that spring from her half knowledge and liberally 
accusing the hospital staff for negligence. Never once does 

Old Is Gold??
kavIta karnaD samUel

she hold a mirror and ask who is ACTUALLY responsible for 
this pathetic condition of her parent or relative?

We live in strange world today…. one which values lifeless 
things and objects far more than human relations or emo-
tions. Our attachment to our cell phones far outshines our 
attachment to our parents or significant others in our lives. 
Our focus on material aggrandizement far outstretches the 
need for simple joys of communion with our kin. 

I face some very grave questions today: Should I feel 
proud to belong to a species that over-values lifeless objects 
and undervalues living edifices of wisdom? Should I invest 
my very limited time and energy on forging relationships with 
people, who are anything but self-centric? Am I to expect 
being sidelined to some penumbra of society, where I shall 
be merely tolerated till the breath ebbs out?

After all, we’d do good to remember that what goes round, 
comes round. We are bound to face the similar future of being 
lost to memory, because we are no longer actively useful to 
society. We’d better steel ourselves to disappear into oblivion, 
as the rest of the world takes strides by leaps and bounds 
into a very scary future! God save us!!

He lived a full life as a wonderful father and guide 
to his children. He was always engaged in religious 
activities in the community seeking the blessings of 

Kuladevata Shree Shantadurga Devi. He will be dearly 
missed and fondly remain in the hearts of wife Jyotsna 

Marballi, daughter Sangita Amladi, daughter in law 
Supriya Marballi, son Santosh Marballi, son-in-law 

Prashant Amladi and grandchildren Shounak, 
Pranav & Shreeram.

We wish his soul attains Sadgati! Hari Om!

With profound 
sadness we 

announce the 
passing of

Shri Durganand 
Marballi,

age 79 years, 
father of 

Smt. Sangita Amladi 
at Bengaluru, 

Karnataka, India on 
Wednesday 

September 4th, 2019.
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Geetha Gulwadi, Geethpacchi to many and Geethamami to some, lived life on her own terms and died on her own 
terms, on Vaikunta Ekadashi Dec 29, 2017 - trust she went straight to heaven for all her good deeds.

She moved to Chennai with husband Harishanker Gulwadi & children in 1956 & has been an active member of the 
Saraswat Association, Chennai ever since. She was President of the Mahila Samaj several times and continued to be a 
mentor till the last day. Thanks to her, the Saraswat Mahila Samaj in Chennai exists today. Several times we have talked 
of closing it down but she kept telling us that closing down is easy, to start again is difficult. Her good sense and advice 
kept us going.

She was very religious but did not force others. She had faith in God and more so in Swamiji. Her respect for our 
Guruparamapara was awesome. Her ‘zapu’ and Deep Namaskar is something she would not miss whether she was at 
home or travelling. Whenever she was in a crisis or had to say thank you she would do the Guruparampara Parayan and 
that too early in the morning at 3 am so that there would be no disturbance. She donated generously to Vittal, Shirali 
and Karla and was always keen to visit these places. She loved eating mangoes. During the season she would take / 
send Banganapalli & Romania mangoes well known in the south, for Swamiji.

Gokulashtami and Dutta Jayanthi were her forte. She would lead the bhajans, knew what had to be done and when. 
She actively participated in the Guru Pujan, Shiv Pujan and Puniyatithi bhajan programs in Saraswat Association.

Her networking was superb. She loved everyone and everybody loved her. She kept in touch with all and was the first 
to wish her friends and loved ones on their birthday and anniversary. People from across the globe would definitely drop 
in to meet her if they came to Chennai and she would make their favourite dishes for tea or lunch. Inviting people over 
and feeding them was her passion and she knew what each one liked. She was one of the founder members of the Pool 
lunch group which still continues. Housie was a game she loved and would normally win at too.

Her talents included tatting and embroidery especially Kutch work and Kanta work. She was extremely fun loving. 
She took part in plays and in competitions - fancy dress, cookery, walking the ramp etc. She was enthusiastic about 
everything whether it was dancing at the grandchildren’s weddings, watching cricket when Team India participated or 
playing ‘Pagade’ for hours on end. She egged others also to have fun. She loved travelling and was proud that she had 
been to Las Vegas and seen all the shows there. Her trip to Coutralam with family was one she enjoyed & that to Kash-
mir was her long time wish come true. “Gammatii kelle” was her favourite phrase. Her visit to Australia and to Dubai to 
meet the 9 great grandchildren, was something she could not stop talking about.

To sum up, she was religious, respected and loved by all, talented, involved, enthusiastic and fun loving. Every smile, 
every loving word, every kind action is a reflection of the beauty of her soul.

We, her children, Prasad Gulwadi, Purnima Rao, Prathima Khambadkone & Preetham Chandavarkar are proud of her 
& hope to carry her legacy forward.

Dr. Purnima Rao 

Geetha Gulwadi 
Oct 06, 1930 to Dec 29, 2017 – Chennai
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BIRTH CENTENARY REMEMBRANCE
Those we love don’t go away, they walk beside us every day

Unseen, unheard, but always near,
Still loved, still missed and very dear.
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Mr. Anandrao (Ananth) Amruthrao 
Kallianpur Kallianpur 
Born – 25th October 1919

Attained Sadgati - 12th March 1997

Mrs. Premalata AnandraoKallianpur 
Born – 19th July 1929

Attained Sadgati – 11th May 1999

In memory of my Papa
Who would have completed 100 years this year

Late  Chitra / Ravikiran                              Chaitanya /Anjali                               Sheela / Sanjay
     Mangalore                                                   Kallianpur                                               Sawant

Grand Children
Anoop / Suman                                      Ameet / Aditi        Esha                          Siddharth / Sushreeta                

                                                               Great Grand Children                   
   Tejas                                                                Anika, Aashay                                          Myra
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If sky is the limit, as they say, then Love has unlimited 
capacity. I have been fortunate in life to have received this 
from family, relatives, friends and neighbours transcending 
all boundaries of place, age and time. On my last birthday 
(93rd to be precise), I had an overwhelming experience of 
love with loving letters, warm greetings and affectionate sen-
timents pouring in from various quarters – friends, relatives, 
neighbours and others. Everyone from my Sadguru Bhajan 
Mandal and Sai Bhajan group also showered love on me. It 
was an amazing experience and a wonderful feeling.

The most special gift came in the form of a warm and 
affectionate letter from one of my friends (who is 2 years 
my senior) from the USA, where she had migrated decades 
ago to live with her son. The letter also contained a beauti-
ful greeting card called “Thinking of you”. The letter was an 
instant trip down memory lane. In the most loving manner, 
she reminisced about our years together, when we used to 
stay in the same building at Matunga; about how we spent 
the hot summer nights, on the terrace of our building, cheer-
fully, even in the absence of fans or refrigerators; how we 
womenfolk got together and made papads, vadiyo, etc. And 
yes, how we watched our children go to school together, 
enjoyed helping them participate in the various programmes 

heaven on earth
By mUktaBaI chanDaver

in the society, and watching them grow. Today, most of them 
are grandparents.

It is so true. It is not just the number of years spent 
together that made it a great experience but it is the love, 
the spirit and the warmth in relationship and friendship that 
brought us all together and kept us cheerful and happy in 
the days when many modern amenities, that are present 
now, were not available. I was overwhelmed by all the fond 
memories that my dear friend’s letter had brought with it. 
So much time has flown since then. I am called Aai by my 
grandchildren. One of them calls me ‘Hi-Fi Aai’as I have been 
using a cell phone and ‘Tablet’ for some time now. One has 
to adapt to change, especially change that brings you closer 
to your loved ones and gives joy. It has been wonderful to 
chat with my grandchildren who are abroad, on Skype, and 
best of all, I have been able to see my little great grandson 
growing up in the U.S. and to witness his endearing antics. 
Finally, it’s the love and affection that they have for me that 
makes me happy and keeps me going.

To love and be loved is a precious gift from God. It has to 
be treasured and cherished. Love has no limits and it gives 
you wings to soar to a higher plane in life and for love, the 
sky is the limit, which makes our life on earth – a Heaven!

MOHAN SANJIVRAO HEMADY
8th Oct 1940 - 13th Oct 2018

Fondly remembered by....
Malini Mohan Hemady
Alka & Sanjay Hemady

Alka & Sandeep Dhareshwar
Karan, Rishaan, Flt. Lt. Risheek 

All families, relatives & friends....

IN LOVING MEMORY....
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At the very outset, I wish to make it very clear that in 
this piece of writing, I am sharing my own views and inter-
pretations, which may differ from the perceptions of others.

‘Awakenings ‘ is an interesting movie on Encephalitis and 
the effects of the drug L Dopa. The movie features Robin 
Williams and Robert de Niro in an award-winning perfor-
mance. I saw this movie recently and thought I could share 
its many salient points. Based on a true life-story, the drama 
film, nominated for 3 Academy Awards, is a movie based 
on a memoir by Oliver Sacks in 1973. Directed by Penny 
Marshall, it portrays Robin Williams as Dr. Malcolm Sayer at 
Bronx Hospital in 1969, whilst Robert de Niro plays the role 
of the patient Leonard.

It is about the attempt of Dr. Sayer to treat catatonic pa-
tients who survived the worldwide epidemic of Encephalitis 
lethargica between 1917 & 1928 which claimed 5 million lives 
owing to causes related to the disease.

Dr. Sayer attends a conference where he finds out that the 
drug L-Dopa is successful in treating patients suffering from 
Parkinson’s disease. He becomes convinced that the same 
drug could be used to treat his patients. He does a trial-run 
with Leonard which delivers the desired result and “awakens” 
Leonard from his catatonic state. 

I particularly liked the devotion of Dr. Sayer to his profes-
sion which brings out his deep involvement and concern for 
the welfare of his patients. It was pretty intriguing to know 
the patient Leonard harbouring a subtle feeling of concern 
for the doctor’s personal life and the care he had for him 
deep down in his heart. The movie also shows the patient’s 
effort to be of use by sharing his most disturbing moments 
of catatonia with the doctor. 

What made a deep impression on me were the patient’s 
urging and his imploring the doctor to get his camera to 
capture those scenes. The patient does so, so as to be of 
use to the society at large and to aid the medical profession 
in further study and research in this field. It was interesting 
to see him recollect flashbacks of his recovery period during 
his re-affliction and vice-versa. The patients in the ward as 
they recovered momentarily though from their affliction were 
also interesting to observe.

The movie also shows how the condition had the potential 
to relapse. It was very disturbing to see the patients relapse 
into their affliction. But it was even more disturbing to see how 
their relatives who just a while ago were so happy, relieved 
and thankful to the doctor for the sea change in treatment 
methodology went hammer and tongs at the doctor when 
their near and dear ones had a relapse. 

One particular scene in the movie shows a lady recovering 
from her bout of illness and is keen to colour her hair. That 
set me wondering why I am strutting proudly with my mop 
of grey… err… snowy hair when most women are obsessed 
by their greying hair and are eager to colour it!

Awakenings - A Drama
vanIta kUmta

The most touching moment was when the doctor realises 
he has a life of his own, which he must live and give himself 
a break from the monotony of his work to delve into a few 
passionate moments for himself.

Last but not the least ‘ Awakenings’ gives a peep into the 
complexities of the brain and the difficulties encountered 
by the medical profession whilst treating and changing the 
methodology of treatment.

Kiddies’ Corner

Rejoice O World Rejoice!
samvit Mavinkurve, 14 years

Rejoice O World Rejoice!
Rejoice in this unending pain,
Unending fear and unending joy,
Rejoice O World this divine voice,
The cause of drought and rain.
Rejoice O World, in the glory of the Unaging Boy!

Rejoice in the glory of this mischievous Girl,
The origin of this creative, yet monotonous world,
The most perfect dancer and the most perfect mother,
In Her sweet warm hands, let’s become babies and curl!
She is all attractive; many towards Her have been hurled.
Rejoice then, O World in the glory of this Divine Mother!

He is the most perfect artist,
The painter of the whole universe,
The most lovable thief.
O World love Him and you shall see the path in the dark mist.
O World get out of your spell, get out of your curse.
Love Him and you will see Him even in a Child’s Mischief!

She is the most fierce warrior,
The defeater of all,
Yet it is She who possesses infinite love and mercy,
For her valiant sons; the One who burns the eternal fire,
The cause of evil’s fall.
Rejoice then O World, in She who manifests as the Divine 
Sea!

Rejoice O World, the One without beginning and end,
Rejoice O World, the One free from all bounds,
Rejoice O World, the One towards you, Her hands extend,
Run away from life’s monotonous hounds,
Merge with the One and become like the Divine Sun.
Rejoice O World Rejoice!
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Working on cruise ships is a great way of making money 
while you travel the world. I have been to more than a 
hundred port cities from all corners of America and Canada 
to South America, from Iceland, Greenland, Europe & Russia 
to ANZ and the Pacific islands. I have been a photographer 
and videographer on board. 

There are many departments one can work in, on the 
cruise ship. 

1- F&B (food and beverage) -This is the biggest in 
the Hotel department of the ship. From being a chef to 
a restaurant steward or bartender and wine sommelier, a 
trained Hotel Management student can easily find a job 
here. One can also do cruise specific courses now offered 
by hiring agencies. It’s a lot of hard work in this department 
as the whole cruise experience is focused on food with a 
five star quality. 

2- Housekeeping - Housekeeping is a physically tough 
job from doing beds, cleaning to carrying the bags during 
embarkation and disembarkation of the cruise. But the 
potential to earn good tips from happy guests makes it 
worthwhile for those in this line.

3- Gift shops sales - Cruise ships have duty free shops like 
at the airport. Many luxury goods are also sold, along with 
liquor & cigars, such as jewellery and watches. Indians being 
natural sales people are preferred in this line. The biggest 
advantage here is that the shops are closed at ports and one 
can roam the whole day and see the beautiful places.

4- Spa - This department indulges in relaxation and leisure 
activities like massage, beauty enhancement, and also health 
activities like acupuncture and fitness training. A certificate 
course in any of the specialty activities and a basic experience 
can help to get a job here.

5- Photographer - Photography on board is fun and an 
enjoyable experience, and photographers are active from the 
start of the cruise to the end, right from taking pictures and 
selling them in the photo gallery. A certificate course and a 
basic work experience is all it takes to get a photographer’s 
job. 

It’s quite amazing that I met my Wadi friends at many ports 
- Kartick Shirur in Miami, Deepak Baindur in Lisbon, Santosh 
Basrur in Melbourne and Sandeep Naimpally in Auckland. But 
the best part of ship life was the diversity of people I came 
across. You get to work with people from all over the world. 
Not only is the crew so varied, but also the guests sailing 
come from many parts of the world. As a videographer I got 
to see many ports, as I had to join a group of excursion on 
every port. I was a guide assistant come videographer. I have 
had many wonderful memories of beautiful tours, some of the 
them are the Military Tattoo in Edinbourough, Iceland, Rome, 
Norway - Bergen train ride, Quebec and New England, Alaska 
- Glacier Bay, New Zealand, Tahiti & Bora Bora Pacific islands.

These experiences are only the blessings of our elders. I 
remember I had expressed my dream of travelling like in the 
book ‘Around the world in 80 days’ to Late Savitri Sthalekar 

pach i  (mento r  to 
many in Wadi). We 
were on a steamer 
ride from Gateway of 
India, and she replied 
with her blessings and 
best wishes which 
she and her husband 
Late Ganesh Sthalekar 
(mentor to Dhirubhai 
Ambani and General Manager in Birla’s) always showered 
on many of us in Wadi. 

There are many other specialty jobs also from bridge and 
engine staff to front desk, security, youth staff, technicians 
and so on. But the above mentioned five departments always 
have jobs available for Indians. One must apply through 
registered cruise line agents. One can apply on these websites 
for jobs –

 www.airbornerecruiting.com / www.cruisecareers.in / 
www.kamaxi.com / www.induscareers.com 

I would love to give guidance to those interested. My email 
id is www.redcruise.in

Sujata Ashok Mavinkurve 
(20.02.1956 to 30.08.2014)

Five years have gone since you left us,
You will live in our heart for ever

Fondly remembered by
Ashok (Husband)

Madhura Sachin Nagarmath (Daughter)
Chinmaya Durgadas Kalyanpur (Daughter)

Grand Children
Purva S Nagarmath, Aum, Shree and Ved 

Kalyanpur
Smt Shyamala S Bhat, Mavinkurve, Baindur, 

Nadkarni, & Savkur families
All relatives and friends

IN LOVING MEMORY OF 

Young Viewpoint Working on Cruise ships
paraG naGarkattI
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Karwar, a holiday destination? Why Karwar? One may 
wonder. Well, over the years I had heard about the clean 
beaches, beach resorts, and sea food. Aren’t these reasons 
good enough to visit Karwar? Surely! But, for some reason I 
did not end up visiting Karwar. 

This year when I decided to go for a short holiday, Karwar 
seemed to call...

Somehow, everything fell into place. I knew that one of my 
aunts was also keen to visit Karwar. So, when I approached 
her, she jumped at the opportunity and my uncle decided 
to join in too. Added fun! We made hotel bookings, train 
reservations and sightseeing plans in earnest. I started 
looking for “things to do” in Karwar. Thanks to a neighbor, my 
cousin and of course Google-pachhi, and to my train-travel 
partner’s input about Parvati Fish Land (best seafood out of 
the three seafood restaurants we tried), I was well equipped 
with the necessary information on Karwar, We did all that and 
more, thanks to our auto rickshaw driver – Dayanand, who 
suggested many local attractions. By the way, we happily 
added him to our ‘three-is-company’! 

Sunset at Tagore Beach: Clean sand, almost empty beach, 
clean water and the vastness of the sea … what else would I 
need to steal me heart? The waves were playing catch-me-
if-you-can with my feet… well, almost. I mean, some waves 
would submerge my feet and some waves would go around 
my feet yet, not touching them at all. This was a beautiful 
experience. I must admit that the sound of the waves did 
scare me a bit. Yet it was soothing to gaze at the waves 
dancing away in their own masti. They made interesting 
wet patterns on the sand at different levels. It was amazing 
to watch the partly dry sand letting the waves have their 
own way. While being aware of its identity and importance 
in the Whole Plan, the sand accepted the waves as a part of 
Mother Nature’s Play. 

Rock Garden: Let me tell you about the ‘man-made’ 
wonders that I experienced. The Rock Garden displays 

amaz ing  cément 
sculptures of tribal 
people, fisher folks 
of Uttar Kannada 
and their lifestyle, 
animals. The cement 
sculptures were so 
life-like that they 
seemed alive! Every display had a placard with its title and 
a brief explanation. What caught my eye was the crocodile 
that was created with a tree trunk and variety of stones!

INS Chapal (K94) of the Indian Navy: We visited the 
Warship on the Rabindranath Tagore Beach. This warship 
was deployed during the India - Pakistan war of 1971. 
It helped to cause heavy damage to Pakistani ships near 
Karachi. The Warship houses a Museum with displays of 
mannequins dressed-up as captain, sailors, doctors and other 
Navy personnel and replica of the missiles that were used. 
A short documentary on the Indian Navel Force is shown. 
Seeing what our mighty Navy does for our Mother Land, we 
were left wondering about our contribution to our nation…

Our visit to Baithkol Fishing Port in the evening was very 
interesting (apart from the smell that accompanies any such 
port). The fishing vessels were decorated with colorful designs 
and were ‘parked’. The boats seemed happy, satisfied and 
relaxing after a hard day’s work!

We had a long walk on the sand of Debagh beach, and a 
stroll in the midst of pine trees (Suru). We had interesting 
conversations with some busy and some relaxing fisher folks.

We saw manually operated wooden winch at regular 
intervals. To the amusement of the fisherman, my uncle 
sportingly helped them in pulling their boats on to the sand.

The scenic beauty of Karwar: Kali River, Majali Beach and 
Teelmati Beachwas a source of inspiration. We viewed the 
Teelmati beach from a distance and I was quite fascinated 
by the islands dotting the expanse of the sea. My childhood 
favorite, Enid Blyton’s Secret Island, has always made me 
want to visit an island. Small enough for me to cover the 
circumference on foot in one go. We came across 2-3 islands, 
but, I did not get to know their names. Well, naam main kya 
rakha hai? Because, though viewed from a distance, they 
looked fantastic - a true gift of Mother Nature.

During our Karwar stay, my aunt and I visited the lively 
Sunday market in the heart of the town. Leisurely looking at 
everything on sale from fresh fish to dried fish, vegetables, 
and fruits- you name it and it was available there. We had 
to stop and shop for local delicacies!

We did not visit a temple or a church in Karwar. But, I 
felt the presence of Divinity in various forms everywhere. 
Although, a very short vacation, it was gratifying to the mind, 
body and soul…

Karwar calling...
nIrmala DUmBle
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Parisevanam 
Atmabodh 

The thirteenth instalment of the de-mystification of a compact and insightful 
spiritual text by our erudite contributor Dr. SUDHA TINAIKER

In the previous few verses, Âchârya Shankarâ refers 
to one having the right vision with respect to his real 
nature as the one with the eye of wisdom kmZ Mjw…. 
Such a person is also called a &anaI who has understood 
the vision of Vedanta “I am that Brahman, not the limited  
body-mind-sense complex” by mahâvakyavichâra. In Bhagavad 
Gîtâ Lord Krishna calls such a person by various names; 
pñWVàk, pñWaàk, kmZr, ^º$…, Yra… etc. Vedanta calls him 
a OrdÝ‘wº$:.

A Jîvanmuktah is free from the bondage of samsâra here 
and now, while being alive. A Jîvanmuktah escapes the 
cycles of birth and death and is thus called a {dXoh‘wº$… too.

Now Âtmabodh wants to describe the Jîvanmuktah.
OrdÝ‘wñVw VXíº${dXíº$dmZíº$ nydm}nm{YJwUm§ñË¶OoVíº$ È
g{ƒXmZÝX ‘ê$nÛmXíº$ ^doXíº$ ^¿ê$‘a H$sQ>dVíº$ ÈÈ49ÈÈ
A knower of âtmâ is free from samsâra here and now 

even as he is living in the present body-mind-sense complex 
itself. Such a person is called a vidvân ({dÛmZ). 

Who is a vidvân? Vedanta says that a vidvân (Jîvanmuktah) 
is the knower of Brahman (knowing one-self to be that 
limitless, imperishable Brahman). A OrdÝ‘wº$: gives up his 
identification with the anâtmâ body-mind-sense complex. 
Along with this, his identification as an agent of doer-ship 
and enjoyer-ship also disappears. He abides in his true 
nature constantly as that of an ever-existent consciousness- 
Brahman.

An example is given in this regard in our scripture 
(specifically in Shrimad Bhâgavatam). It is said that a 
worm (H$sQ>…) is picked up by a wasp and kept captive in 
a cocoon. The wasp also constantly pecks at the worm. It 
is said that the worm is constantly thinking of the wasp 
and over a period of time comes out of the cocoon as the 
wasp itself. This is the well-known bhramara-kîtanyâya  
( «̂‘a H$sQ> Ý¶m¶…). In the same way, a mumukshu constantly 
meditating over his true nature as satyam-jnânam-anantham 
Brahma becomes (abides in) in that very Brahman. Vedanta 
says ~«÷{dX² ~«÷¡d ^d{VÂ the knower of Brahman realizes 
himself to be none other than that Brahman.

Now Âtmabodh wants to elaborate upon the phalam 
(benefit) of this knowledge and how a jîvanmuktah actually 
lives his life.

VrËdm© ‘mohmU©d§ hËdm amJÛof{Xamf{XamjgmZ² È
¶moJr empÝVg‘m¶wº$ AmË‘mam‘mo {damOVoo ÈÈ50ÈÈ
A very beautiful example is given here about the benefit 

of this knowledge. Râmâyana is the source of this example. 
When He loses Sita, Râma has to cross over the ocean of 

his sorrow by a bridge and He destroys demons like Râvana 
and his clan to unite again with his consort. This is said to 
have given Rama the ultimate peace of mind. The example 
is very symbolic. Sîtâ represents the peace and happiness 
which is one’s own nature. Râma loses it to the demons 
which represent the afflictions of the mind like desires, 
hate... (H$m‘ H«$moYm{X Xþdm©gZm{Z). He has to ultimately cross 
over these afflictions by destroying them and regain the 
peace and happiness which are His own nature.

Similarly a mumukshu, called a yogi in this verse, has 
to cross over the ocean of delusion and sorrow (‘mohmU©d‘²), 
using the teaching of Vedanta as his bridge (goVw…) and 
realize the ever-lasting peace which is his very nature 
(AmË‘mam‘…).

How does a jîvanmuktah live his life?
A Jîvanmuktah continues to have the same body-mind-

sense complex, lives in the same set of surroundings 
and continues to do the same things which he has been 
doing. In which case what is the transformation that this 
knowledge has brought about in him? What makes him 
different from a person who has not realized his true 
nature? This is what Arjunâ asked Lord Krishna in Bhagavad 
Gîtâ - how does a person with this knowledge transact in 
this world? How does he speak? How does he sit? How 
does he move about?” (pñWVàkñ¶ H$m ^mfm…?) The next 
verse talks about this -

~mô¶m{ZË¶gwImgqº$ {hËdmË‘gwI{Zd©¥V… 
KQ>ñWXrndËñdñW… ñdmÝVaod àH$meVo &&51&&
A lamp kept in a pot shines by itself within the pot 

and lights up the pot from within. It will not be lighting 
up anything outside the pot. Similarly, a jîvanmuktah is 
disinterested in the ephemeral and momentary experiences 
of happiness and pleasure associated with the world of 
objects. Though he is surrounded by the world with all its 
beauty, novelty and utility, he does not go after them. He 
knows the momentariness of such experiences. He is happy 
and contented with his own self wherever he is and with 
whatever is available to him. He is not affected by the polar 
opposites of life in the form of gain/loss, praise/censure, 
happiness/unhappiness and so on. He abides ever- fulfilled 
in himself, leading his life as a mere instrument of Ishvara. 
Lord Krishna describes the attitude of a jîvanmuktah in 
many verses scattered throughout the 18 chapters of the 
Bhagavad Gîta. A jîvanmuktah becomes an example to be 
followed by a mumukshu.

(To be continued.....)
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~~~~~~ Parisevanam~~~~~
“Devu baren koro”...

were the three magic words uttered by parama pujya parijnanashram swamiji iii 
when he bestowed mantra-deeksha upon a fledgling initiate who had no idea of 

how that Blessing would one day open joyful avenues of sadhana and seva under the 
loving Guidance of our present Mathadhipati parama pujya sadyojat shankarashram 

swamiji. asha awasthi’s frank and in-depth narrative is sure to inspire many sadhaka-s 
to discover the manifold joys and fulfillment seva gifts...

“One need not go in search of a Guru in life – when the 
time is right, the Guru will find you”....How true! . I had been 
fortunate to receive mantra-deeksha from our Parama Guru- 
Parama Pujya 
Shrimat Pari-
j nanash ram 
Swamiji III. It 
was in 1973 
a t  M u m b a i 
whe re  I ,  a 
newly married 
21-year-old, 
went to take 
mantra deek-
sha from our 
Parama Guru 
at Khar Math; 
not because 
I was ‘ready’, 
but because 
the elders in the family suggested I should. It was a very 
formal meeting with no conversa-
tion except repetition of the mantra 
and a very reassuring “Devu baren 
koro” from Pujya Swamiji in a voice 
full of love. Unfortunately, after this 
I only had Darshan of Guru Swami 
when I went to pay my last respects 
at Khar Math after His Mahasama-
dhi.. But the impact of His Presence 
and those three words stayed with 
me through the years alongside a 
dull pain at having missed Sadguru 
sannidhya. 

Having married outside the 
Bhanap community, I was away 
from our Math busy tackling the 
vagaries of a mundane life. Settling 
down to live alone in Bangalore in 
the year 2000 after the sudden demise 
of my husband, I was depressed with neither a purpose 
nor a clear direction in life. I was only an occasional visitor 
to our Math, receiving tirth from Parama Pujya Sadyojat 

Shankarashram Swamiji during Their visits to Bangalore 
and attending the Swadhyaya/Ashirvachana-s. 

Raw as I was, I remember my uneasiness for not 
having carried 
a notebook and 
a t  t h e  s a m e 
time, unsure of 
whether taking 
d o w n  n o t e s 
was ‘allowed’. I 
remember writing 
d o w n  s o m e 
words on the 
prapatra of the 
simple but deep 
‘ S h i v a - G u r u -
stotram’, almost 
surreptitiously, 
f o r  f e a r  o f 
forgetting what 

seemed like a ‘heavy dose of Vedanta’! But The Guru-
Vani had kindled a thirst and I made up my 
mind to do a systematic study of Vedanta. 
We were brought up in times when ‘implicit 
obedience’ to elders was the rule and any kind 
of questioning was forbidden. As a result, in 
spite of this ‘firm’ resolve, my conditioned mind 
took three years to muster up courage even to 
speak to Pujya Swamiji and seek His Anumati 
and Guidance ! 

In 2008, fresh from the divine experience 
of the Guru Jyoti Pada Yatra, something 
stirred within and I volunteered for the first 
time during Pujya Swamiji’s Chaturmas at 
Bengaluru Math – cutting vegetables to the 
melodious accompaniment of bhajans, I was 
humbled - struck by the devoted seva being 
offered almost round- the -clock by many 
senior volunteers.
 Then, during Swamiji’s visit in June 2009, 

suddenly out of the blue, Deepak Ugrankarmam called and 
I must have given him quite a shock by asking who he was 
! I was asked to come for a meeting with Pujya Swamiji. 

Dhannya bhagya seva ka avasara paaya

Guiding young minds towards a 
brighter tomorrow!
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~~~~~~ Parisevanam~~~~~~
My heart fairly leapt with joy but it was also a bit fearful 
....almost like a student getting called by the Headmaster 
! Once in the Guru’s Presence, however, I was put at ease 
very soon by Pujya Swamiji who must have known my 
utter lack of preparedness. The Divine had stepped in to 
take charge of my life henceforth, though I was blissfully 
unaware ! In retrospect, it is evident that the Guru had 
been with me all along, known the vacuum in my heart 
and at the opportune time, drawn me into His Fold ! In 
spite of my inexperience combined with a high degree of 
nervousness I was allotted work related to the project 
Anandashraya.

Thus began a journey fraught with the usual ups and 
downs in a totally unknown territory - a journey which was 
both external and internal and which gradually revealed 
many lessons beginning with the very meaning of seva. 
What I thought was social service for helping the Institution 
actually turned out to be sevana for the purification of my 
own contaminated being ! 

As the chiselling by the Divine Sculptor progressed, 
there were many wonderful moments of sudden revelation 
and some not - so- wonderful as well. There was the joy 
of learning, making new friends and accepting unforeseen 
responsibilities.. for most of which I was not really ‘quali-
fied’ in the technical sense. But then one learns to accept 
whatever comes from the Guru with a steadily growing 
conviction that lack of qualification may indeed be the 
biggest qualification in Guru-kshetra ! All one needs is a 
willingness to learn and faith that whatever comes from 
the Guru, will get done in spite of me and my not-so-con-
fident mind. 

There is a vast range of ‘hands- on’ learning to get 
involved with, be it participating as an Office Bearer of 
the Local Sabha Committee – planning, organising and 
‘fire-fighting’ during Pujya Swamiji’s visits, collecting 
Vantiga, coordinating various activities and initiatives like 
Anushthana-s, Vimarsha, Ninada, simple yoga or warm- 
up exercises at different venues of the Math, writing 
reports, learning the use of diacritical marks, Bhashya 
Pathan, editing documents and manuals, working on Math 
publications, doing bhajan seva or putting up cultural pro-
grammes, serving food, participating in Shivir-s organised 
for youngsters, NRIs or Girvanapratishtha and so much 
more. The opportunities are endless and so is the learning. 

My interest in Vedanta pushed me to learn Samskrta – 
the divine language of our shastra-s. I entered into Aradha-
na with a lot of hesitation but the enchanting beauty of 
the language itself proved so inspiring that the homework 
and tests were all taken in stride joyously! Admittedly, I 
let it go for a few years after that. But the Guru keeps 
a vigilant eye on each and every volunteer’s progress, 
creating opportunities and not allowing any stagnation 
to creep in. Again, it took a nudge from Pujya Swamiji to 
make me enrol into and not only complete the Sadhana 
and Dharana levels but continue my journey with Samskrit 

by taking on Aradhana students ! 
 In fact, since entering into seva, each day one seems 

to run against time trying desperately to prioritise and 
balance personal and seva activities and at the end of the 
day, falling into bed with healthy fatigue and a wonderful 
sense of satisfaction and fulfilment. It is difficult to imagine 
that there was a time earlier when each day used to hang 
heavy on my hands, or get wasted away in inconsequential 
worthless activities very often leaving a residue of restless 
hankering for something better, or more purposeful to do!

However, the journey is certainly no bed of roses ! There 
was the pain of making mistakes small and grave, getting 
warnings and being pulled up. Gradually, one realises that 
corrections made by the Guru in no uncertain terms, are 
in fact His Protection to save me from my own foolish self 
! The Guru is a hard taskmaster but one learns to hang on 
realising that He is even harder on Himself ! All He wants 
is to turn you towards the right direction for self-discovery. 
The choice is yours, of course. 

Admittedly, you tread alone on this path but there is no 
cause for fear at all because, very soon, you realise that the 
Guru -Shakti has been walking alongside, not only guiding 
you but protecting you from certain onslaughts of negative 
prarabdha even before they hit you !

Although this is a journey that each sadhaka takes 
on alone, the ever- compassionate Guru provides ample 
company on the way. Fellow sadhaka-s with whom you 
share your living and working space, throw light on their 
own as well as your latent strengths and efficiency and 
also reveal the ‘cleverly’ concealed weaknesses and defi-
ciencies. One learns to handle all of it in good spirit and 
thereby, move ahead. 

 As you progress in seva, team- work and variety be-
come immense opportunities provided by the Guru for 
one’s growth – you gradually discover that all that was 
considered ordinary once, has suddenly taken on a spiritual 
flavour. Petty jealousies and criticism give way to immense 
tolerance and mutual admiration. Competition drains away 
while supporting each other takes precedence. In the 
Gurukshetra, you realise, there is room for anyone and 
everyone. The immense respect that is generated towards 
the Guru is then not just immature adoration but a firm 
awareness about His leading you every inch of the way....

 Nothing is advocated by the Guru which has not been 
practised or experienced by Him first, to be then admin-
istered to devotees with an overwhelming love, compas-
sion and generosity !This Inspiring Presence is the best 
inheritance that every Chitrapur Saraswat is born with - a 
divine opportunity to be led unto Divinity by Divinity Itself !

<<<>>>

“In the Guru-kshetra there is room for 
anyone and everyone”
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The U.S. Supreme Court is the topmost court of the land 
and its court building stands in the capital, Washington D.C. 
marked by two statues representing the two purposes of the 
securing justice and the enforcement of law.

The U.S. SC’s decisions are final except for an appeal to 
the President for getting Pardon for anybody’s conviction in 
grave criminal offences like murders. This court consists of 
the Chief Justice and other associate judges appointed by 
the President, with the consent of the Senate, for an indef-
inite period. They don’t have retirement age as do our SC 
judges. Judges meet on Saturdays to discuss the cases and 
after a majority of judges agree on a decision the cases are 
announced to the public on the following Monday.

A dissenting opinion represents the minority. The pub-
lished judgments are taken as guidelines for the lower courts. 
If a majority of voters are displeased with the verdicts, they 
(voters) can amend the constitution or can pass new laws, 
through their representatives in legislature.

Original Jurisdiction: SC, receives original Jurisdiction, 
from the constitution. Here, the cases are not appealed from 
the lower federal courts or the State Supreme Courts. Cases 
of ambassador of foreign countries stationed at United States 
do not come under the purview of American Courts, under 
the International Law.

The Congress (National Legislative body of U.S.) has given 
extensive powers to the U.S. SC to solve disputes between 
two or more states. 

Appellate Jurisdiction: Congress has given wide pow-
ers to the SC to hear appeals from the highest State Courts 
or from lower Federal Courts. Appeals are taken, when the 
validity of the treaty or statute of the U.S. is questioned and 
also when the validity of the State Law is under dispute on 
the ground of contravening the constitution, treaties, or the 
US law.

Remarkable Pronouncements of the u.s. supreme 
Court on the Constitutional Amendments: (Ref: Inter-
national Reporter)

The U.S. SC, deserves to get praise for its judicious and 
stern verdicts, and playing a vigorous role to keep the con-
stitution in a safe manner if the legislatures exceed their 
powers in amending the laws, conflicting with constitution. 
The interpretation of the SC must be accepted as Law.

Giving Validity to Legislature: Constitution makes 
detailed provisions to the legislatures for making amend-
ments in two specified stages of proposal and ratification 
on getting an adequate quorum. the sC said this in the 
Olmstead Vs united states Case. The court, further ruled 
that the amending process is distinct from that of ordinary 
law making and hence President’s signature was not required. 
The constitution declares that congress should call a special 
convention and that 2/3rd of the majority voting is needed, 
in two Houses of Congress, on the request of 2/3rd of the 
States, for amending the law.

Admirable us supreme Court and its salutary Judgements
arUn r UpponI

ekiu Vs u.s.: Chief Justice, Holmes, of the U.S. SC ruled 
that as a sovereign nation the U.S. must have the power to 
regulate immigration, including the authority to forbid the 
entrances of particular foreigners into the country. Hence, 
the law, passed by the Government, was unbiased in nature.

Negro Suffrage Case: In this case, the SC nullified the 
15th amendment and rule that the amendment approved by 
the legislature, did not give Negros, the Suffrage, and that 
no person could be convicted for a wrongful act, unless he 
discriminated against the Negros, because of their race. Here, 
the amendment, did not give Negros, voting rights. But, it 
merely said, that they could not be discriminated against 
due to their race. The SC also earned the pre-eminence in 
Judicial Preview.

Judicial Review of the u.s. supreme Court: In the 
world renowned Marburg Vs Madson Case, the great Chief 
Justice, John Marshall, said that the constitution and the 
rights of the legislature, to pass the act, may be in collision 
and hence, it was the duty of the SC, to look into the uncon-
stitutionality, of the legislative acts. So far, the SC invalidated 
more than hundred laws of the Congress, declaring that they 
were unconstitutional.

This is the power of the SC, proving that the laws of the 
states and local assemblies, null & void, for violating the 
national constitution, undoubtedly, the power of Judicial 
Review, has acted as a deterrent to the passage of numerous 
Statutes. Judicial Review has been praised in the U.S.

Further, the two upright and highly famed Justices of the 
U.S., SC, Gibson and Blackstone, ruled in the schenck 
Vs united states Case , that the Power of the U.S. SC, to 
declare the State and local laws, contrary to the Federal con-
stitution, was not only indispensable, in order to guarantee 
the Supremacy of the constitution, but was also to obtain 
uniformity, in the interpretation of the constitutional law, that 
brings sameness in all the States.
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There’s always a time in our growing up period when we 
wonder “what and where does my father or mother work?” 
While some mothers would say “Papa (or Annu) office-sa/
kamavasagela”, in my case, Amma would say “Papa bhurr-
vasagela” accompanied by gesturing the palm of her right 
hand mimicking a plane taking off and flying. As I grew older, 
the meaning of “bhurr” gradually became clearer. Here’s 
an account of Papa’s “bhurr” career. The anecdotes are a 
collection of contributions from Amma, my three sisters and 
from my son Shantanu’s interview with his Ajju.

Gangadhar Rao Savur,our Papa, was born in 1928, grew 
up in Chickmagalur, was schooled at Ganapati High School, 
Mangalore and moved to Ruia College, Bombay for tertiary 
studies. There, he somehow found his first love, flying. He 
joined the Bombay Flying Club in 1948, in the face of some 
opposition from his elders. This club was founded in 1928 
and Mr JRD Tata was the first to obtain the pilot’s licence. 
Papa got his flying licence in 1950 and was hired by Bharat 
Airways, a Birla venture to be based in Calcutta. Bharat 
Airways along with seven other airlines was subsequently 
nationalised in 1953 to form Indian Airlines. 

So, Papa moved to Calcutta in 1950 as a bachelor and 
soon became a married man in 1952. 

Papa’s journey from 1950 to his retirement in 1986 is itself 
a story of aviation in India – from Tiger Moths and Dakotas 
to Boeing and Airbus, from propellers to turbo-prop to jet 
engines, from narrow bodied to wide-bodied planes, from 
a 2-seater plane to a 300-seater plane – he has seen and 
flown them all!

The journey started with the DC-3 Dakota, a twin engine 
propeller aircraft, aka the “work horse”, flying from Calcutta 
to eastern and western India destinations. The longest flight 
was known as the “night air-mail” carrying mail and cargo 
from Calcutta to Nagpur and after a night halt and refuelling 
onward to Bombay. With non-existent safety and electronics 
systems, it was probably a “nightmare” in addition to being a 
“night air-mail”. Most of the DC-3 flights were to the Assam 
region which was known for unsettling weather especially 
the pre-monsoon ‘nor westers’. Massive cumulonimbus clouds 
could toss a tiny DC-3 around like a toy. Papa lost a number 
of his friends to crashes in this area.

The next upgrade in technologywere the turbo-prop driven 
Viscounts and Skymasters that dominated the Indian skies 
in the late 1950s, followed by the first jet powered narrow 
bodied 140-seater French plane, the Caravelle in 1964. This 
pencil-shaped plane was an elegant looking aircraft with twin 
jet engines on either side of its tail and created the first “roar” 
in the Indian skies. By this time, Papa was a senior pilot and 
was called ‘Captain’ or ‘Commander’. Later, he rose to be a 
check pilot and a deputy operations manager.

Early 1970s saw the introduction of Boeing 737 and Papa 
was selected for training in Seattle, USA at the Boeing factory 

Down Memory Lane

those were the Calcutta Day, sigh… a Pilot’s Life!
sUnIl savUr

This is the third instalment of my series on “Those were the Calcutta days…”.
and later for simulator training in Christchurch, New Zealand. 
A few years later, in 1978, he was again selected for train-
ing in Toulouse, France 
for the one of the first 
wide-bodied planes the 
Airbus A-300. On com-
pletion of the training, 
he was asked to fly one 
of their freshly manufac-
tured A-300 for delivery 
from Toulouse to Indian 
Airlines in Bombay. It 
is difficult to imagine 
the pressures that Papa 
would have gone through 
as a freshly trained A-300 
pilot (albeit a highly ex-
perienced one). With the 
introduction of B-737 and 
A-300, Papa would fly to 
all the major destinations 
in India from Calcutta 
and also, occasionally to Dubai and Singapore.

Papa always made “flying” sound easy to us! But we did get 
glimpses of the hard work and dedication that was required. I 
still remember when he would bring home full-scale print-outs 
of A-300 cockpit instruments and stick them up on bedroom 
walls. He would then sit on a “pilot’s left seat” (a dining room 
chair!), blindfold himself and would reach out to the correct 
instrument that one of us called out from a list. The idea was 
that he should be able work in complete darkness should such 
emergencies happen. Then there were tons of documents 
and manuals that he had go through and practically memo-
rise them. Some important manuals would always be in his 
heavy leather briefcase. Then, there were the six-monthly 
refresher courses that would test him on hypothetical situ-
ations such as bird hits on engines, one engine failure, fire 
in the cockpit and plane, Instrument Landing Systems, and 
various meteorological conditions such as storms, lightnings, 
dust, and near-zero visibility. Not to forget the fitness regime 
- a medical examination every six months conducted by IAF 
doctors – everything internal and external from head to toe 
was checked. Failure meant suspension of flying licence. So, 
there was strict diet restrictions on rice, potatoes, and fatty 
foods, and on the days when Papa was at home, he would 
go for high speed walking around the Maddox Square park 
in front of our house. That habit of walking continued after 
retirement in Bangalore walking everyday from Dattaprasad 
Flats to Sankey Tank and back.

Despite his hectic schedules, Papa ensured we had fun 
together as a family – excursions, get-togethers, holidays, and 
picnics – more about this in the next instalment of this series.
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Amma was the backbone of the house. She had four kids 
to look after – schooling, sickness et al – and simultaneously 
coping with the daily anxiety of the inherently unsafe nature 
of Papa’s profession. We were shielded from that level of 
anxiety. She made Papa promise to call her from the airport 
as soon as he landed back from his flights – a promise that 
he kept all through his career. Of course, any delay in the 
phone call would raise anxiety levels considerably.

Some of the things we looked forward to were what Papa 
would bring back from his flights: oranges from Nagpur, 
aapusmangoes from Bombay, pineapples from Agartala, 
long-grained rice and sweets from Delhi, Hilsa fish from 
Dhaka, Marathi magazines from Bombay for Amma during 
diwali, among others.

There were many incidents that he recounted to us – 
especially famous personalities that flew with him. Often 
he would invite some of them to the cockpit (yes, it was 
possible then!). Among them were Australian cricket captain 
Alan Border and team, UB chief Vijay Mallya, Jaya Prada, and 
others. One incident that I can never forget was when I was 
ten and flying from Bombay to Calcutta with Papa as Captain. 
As usual I was sitting in the spare seat in the cockpit, when 
Papa invited the great singer Hemanta Kumar who was a 
passenger, into the cockpit. When Hemanta-da realised I 
was his fan, he asked me of my favourite song sung by him.  
I said “bekararkarkehameyunnajaiye” and to my surprise and 
delight, he sang it for me!! 

Of course, there were other ‘hairy’ incidents that Papa 
rarely talks about – such as flying troops during the ’62, ’65 
and ’71 wars, avoiding two enemy jet fighters over Bang-
ladesh during the ’72 war, bird hits on engines, landing on 
water-planed runways, extreme bad weather, among others. 

One of the perks of the job was free domestic and inter-
national air tickets, but they were always “subject to load” 
– meaning we would have tickets but could not reserve seats. 
So, we would all go to the airport, wait until all passengers had 
checked in, and then get our seats if we were lucky. Many a 
times, we would come home disappointed especially if all six 
of us travelled together. But there was always the next day 
or the day after. Later, when we were older, we could travel 
singly and getting one seat was never a problem. Of course, 
a teenage boy like me getting pampered by air-hostesses 
was always one of the highlights of my travels.

Flying was Papa’s passion and he enjoyed it to the full. 
Today, when we show him the latest technological advances 
in aviation in the A-380s and Dreamliners, he muses that 
things have become much “easier” for today’s pilots – less of 
hands-on and more about pushing buttons, he says!

Errata – In our September 2019 issue we 
inadvertently omitted the name of the author 
Shri Sunil Savur on page 43. We apologise for 
the lapse

...Editor
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Over the past few days, the number 370 has been perhaps 
most popular all over India and Pakistan and even several 
parts of the world and makes regular news headlines on the 
social media, the print media and even tea time gossips. A 
lot of hype is created around this number, which is supposed 
to help us acquire property in Kashmir. Forget all that, here, 
we shall just play with the properties of this number.

370 is a special number and stands out from most other 
three digit numbers in the sense that

3^3 + 7^3 + 0^3 = 3*3*3 + 7*7*7 + 0*0*0
= 27 + 343 + 0
= 370. (!!!)

Thus the sum of the individual digits raised to the power of 
3 (number of digits in the number) exactly equals the number 
itself. Such numbers, where the sum of the individual digits 
(3, 7 and 0 here) raised to the power of the number of digits 
in the number (3 here) are known as the Armstrong numbers. 
There are very few which qualify to be Armstrong numbers. 
In fact there are only three other Armstrong numbers with 
three or less digits, 1,153, 370, 371 and 407. We have al-
ready tested the number 370 and found that it is indeed an 
Armstrong number. We shall check if the remaining numbers 
are also Armstrong numbers:

1^3 + 5^3 + 3^3 = 1 + 125 + 27 = 153
3^3 + 7^3 + 1^3 = 27 + 343 + 1 = 371
4^3 + 0^3 + 7^3 = 64 + 0 + 343 = 407
You are free to test the other three digit numbers (100 

to 999) and check if they qualify to be Armstrong numbers. 
This is a good exercise for those who are learning computer 
languages to practice their skills. I have also read somewhere 
that such exercises are considered to be like a prophylactic 
to keep away several brain related problems.

In the case of a single digit number, any digit raised to 
the power of 1 is always the same digit and hence all the 
single digit numbers (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) are Armstrong 
numbers. We do not have any two digit numbers (10 … 99) to 
compare the sum of the squares of the digits to the number 
itself. We have already discussed the three digit numbers. 

Only 3 four digit numbers, 1634, 8208 and 9474 qualify 
to be Armstrong numbers. Here you have to determine the 
sum of the fourth power of the individual digits. Thus,

1^4 + 6^4 + 3^4 +4^4 = 1 + 1296 + 81 + 256 
 = 1634.
On similar lines one can find the Armstrong numbers with 

5 or even more digits. 
We have come across the “magic squares”, essentially 

a 3X3 or 4X4 matrix of numbers with the different rows, 
columns and diagonals adding up to a common value. But 
have you tried to create your own magic square? Perhaps 
not. Here we shall discuss one way of creating our own magic 
square; the most perfect one. Why this superlative? It has 
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Magic with 370
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been formulated by none other than Srinivasa Ramanujan. 
So what? To know this read further.

One such magic square is shown in the 1st Figure
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~moS>vJ nmg
cVm H$Zm©S> amd

""A_o[aH$m EHy$ Jm°_Q>mo Xoey, OÝ_m§Vy EH$ \§$Îmm nwUr W§B© dMH$m AmZr 
EÝOm°` H$moaZy `|ìH$m’’ Aíer {H$VcH$s _¡{ÌÊ`m§Zr W§B© dMyZy `mZmnwS>o 
åhicoco. Am_Jcm° nyV MoVZ 20 dg©YmoZy© W§B© Amñg, Omë`mar 
_Jc° ~m_UmZo, a_oemZo, ~rPZogm§WmìZy [aQ>m`a OmV åhUgar AmåH$m 
W§B© dMyH$ Om`Zr. Amå_r 2008 Vy§ n`c± \§$Îmm A_o[aH$m dMJcr. 
MoVZmZo gm§{Jc± åhUHo$ Amå_r gH$S> V`mar H$moZy© qgJmnya EH$, _m{Jar 
qgJmnyaWmìZy g°Z\«$mÝgrñH$mo Xþga°, Aer qgJmnya EAacm`ÝgMr {VH$sQ>§ 
~wH$ Ho$„r. Am_Jc° MoZ¡ ßcmB©Q> amVr 11.30 K§Q>°ar gwQ>c° Am{Z 4 
Vmgm^rVar qgJmnya nmdc±. AmåH$m _XamVr 3 K§Q>° Omë`mar qgJmnyam§Vy 
gH$mir 6 K§Q>° Omcoc°. Am_Jc° _wImd¡c° àdmgmÀ`° {d_mZ 11 
Vmgm§mZr Ampíecr{_Vr {MH°$ Amam_ H$ê$H$ qgJmnya EAa nmoQ>m©Vwc° 
""Q´>mÝPrQ> hm°Q>oc'' M° EH$ Hy$S> ~wH$ Ho$c°c°. ÝhmdZy, O°dU, Amam_y 
H$moZy© Amå_r ê$_ gmoÊUy {Xc°, Am{Z OJmVw§c° Am{ec°Vy§ hm°S> Am{Z 
Jm°_Q>° EAa nmoQ>© nim|`m åhUy ^m`a gacr øm EAanmoQ>m©ar gH$S> 
Y_m©M°, gH$S> d§emM° àdmgr nim|MmH$ _°i°. XþH$mZm§Vy {d{dY àH$maMr 
{Xì`m amofUmB© {XgVmcr, _Xo_X|Vy H$mZmar hiydma g§JrV `oV Am{ec°, 
WmoS>oH$S>o {ZdoXZ, Vm§Jcr Om{hamV EoHy$ `mVmcr. dmVmZwHy$crV, \w$Q>Mr, 
 gJi° gwIgmoBªZr gwgÁO Am{ec° Ë`m EAanmoQ>m©M° Amå_r ^anya \$moQ>mo 
H$mùio. AmåH$m Q>_uZc 2 ar WmìZy Q>_uZc 3ar dM° Am{ec°, Ë`mIVra 
Amå_r ""ñH$m`Q´>oZ’’ KoVc°. h± EH$ gmZ Am°Q>mo_oQ>rH$ Q´>oZ, T1, T2 
Am{Z T3 ar àdmí`m§H$ hmS>rìhar H$ê$H$ _mÌ Xdac±. àdoeÛmamcmJr 
dM° ^rVar Q´>oZmM° ~mJrc CXmar OmÎmm, V½Jy Xod§Vë`mZr d½Jrm d½Jr 
Xod§H$m Am{Z MS>Vë`m§Zr gQ>gQ>r MmoÊUy ^rVa dMH$m, H$c|B© {VH$sQ> 
K|ìH$m åhUy Zm! Q´>oZ gwê$ OmVm. Amå_r 5 {_{ZQ>m^rVar T3 ar `oìZy 
nmdct.
Am_Jc° MoH$-BZ Om`Zm\w$S>o Amå_r EH$m XrJ hm°cm§Vy dMJcr, 
W§B© g°Z\«°$ÝgrñH$mo dM° {d_mZmImVra nwam àdmgr ~erc°. Amü`© 
åhù`mar _Jcr EH$ir H$m°coOm§Vwcr _¡{ÌUr àmMr, {VJc°  
~må_UmdÅz> ~{ecr nimoZy _m¸$m ̂ mo Iwer Om„r. {VZo {VJc° ~må_ÊUmcmo  
JwVw© H$moaZy {X„mo. {H$VcH$s dagm§À`mo I~è`mo Ccm|À`m§Vy doiy 
H$íer Jocm° H$iZr. AmåH$m AmZrH$B© MS> Iwer Om„r Vr Am_Jc° 
MmarOUmJc° grQ>Z§~g© dÅz> cm½Jr AmgVr h| H$iZmnwS>o! n`c° XmoZ 
Z§~g© _Jc° Am{Z a_oemJc°, Am{Z _wImd¡co XmoZ Z§~g© àmMr Am{Z 
AaqdXmJc°. WmoS>o doim^rVar _mB©H$mar gm§Jc° H$s S>rñßco ~moS>m©ar 
Am°S>©a `mVc± Ë`màH$mao àdmí`m§Zr {d_mZm§Vy `odZy ~gH$m åhmoUy. gwadoH$ 
\$ñQ>©Šcmg Am{Z ~rPZog ŠcmgmM° Z§~g© Om`ZmnwS>o BH$m°Zmo_r ŠcmgmMo 
Z§~a gwê$ Om„o Am{Z Amå_r MmarOUB© am§JoVy dMyZy C~«cr. _Jcm° 
~må_yUy Am{Z hm§d nmgnmoQ>©, drgm, {VH$sQ> B©. XmH$modZw ̂ rVar dMyJcr, 
Am_Jc° grQ>mar ñWmZmnÞ Om„r. Am_Jc° _mjrMr ampã~cr Am_Jcr 
\«|$S>g `oÎmcr åhUy dmQ> ni`V Amercr. {d_mZm§Vy EHo$H$ åhUy gH$S> 
àdmgr `odZy ~gc°, Omë`mar àmMr {Z AaqdX Zm. doi OmV OmVm Vt  
XmoJ OU _mÌ BË`m `oZrVr åhUy AmåH$m§ XmoJm§H$B© H$miOr {Xgy cmJcr. 
hm§d XmoZ \§$Îmm entrance cmJr dMwZy ni`c°, EAa hmoñQ>ogmH$B© gm§Jc° 
H$s Am_Jcr \«|$S>g AmZrH$B© ^rVar `oZrVr åhmoUy. Vr _m¸$m åhUmcr, 

""Vy§ ~¡g, hm§d nmoimodZw `mÎmm.’’ hm§d AmZr a_oey Vm§Jc° {df`mVy§Mr 
{dMma H$aV Am{ecr, H$gc° Omc° ~m Vm§H$m, BË`mH$ `oZrVr! øm 
H$miOtVy 35/40 {_{ZQ>§ OmìZy Jo„r, {d_mZ gwQ>M° V`matVy Am{ec°, 
_Jc° Xm°i° gVV àdoeÛmamar (entrance) Am{ec°. _X|Vy EAahmoñQ>og 
amã~rcr, gQ²>Zo H$moUH$s ^rVar Am`c° åhUHo$ {Xgc°. hm§do {ZcHy$Z 
{ZcHy$Z ni`VZm _ñV XUycocr àmMr, AaqdX ^rVar AmB©ct 
{Xgcr. hm§d IwemcoZo EH$X_ CQ>mdZw am~cr, Vm§H$m dodH°$c° Am{Z 
KÅ>r Amn¡c°, ""àmMr, àmMr, hm§Jm...hm§Jm `oæ`mVr.'' EAa hmoñQ>ogmZo 
~°½g Xdê$H$ Vm§H$m _XV Ho$cr Am{Z Vm§H$m ~¡gyH$ gm§Jc°. XmoJB©OU 
hþ_ococr, XUycocr AmZr YmnoV Am{e„t. Amå_r Vm§H$m ~¡gyH$ gm§Jc°, 
ntdMmH$ CXmH$ {Xc°, {MH°$ Amam_ H$amVr åhUy gm§Jc°. WmoS>° doimZo 
àmMrZo H$gc° Omc° åhUy gm§JyH$ gwê$ H°$c±- ""Amå_r gH$S> EH$ am§JoVy 
am~rcr Zdo, Vwå_r _wImar dMJcr, _mJrar Amå_r Ë`m Am°\$sgamH$ 
nmgnmoQ>©, drgm, {VH$sQ> gH$S> XmH$`c±. Vm° AaqdXmH$ åhUmcmo,  
"Where is your boarding pass Sir?” “Bording pass? We 
don’t have.”AaqdX åhUmcmo, “Sir you have to bring your 
boarding pass, without it, you can’t get in.” V° Am`Hy$Zy 
AmåH$m em°H$ Om„| Am_r Vm¸$m {Z_Jc°'' I§B© _°iVm h° ~moS>vJ nmg?'' 
Vmo åhUmcm° H$ñQ>åg MoH$ H$m¢Q>amar {Z_{J`mVr. Amå_r Am_Jcr 
Ho${~Z ~°½g² KoìZy Ajae: Ym§ìcr. W§B© Am{ecr coS>r Am°\$sga EH$ 
àdmí`mH$ H$cH$s gm§JV Am{ecr. {VZo AmåH$m§ KwìZygwÕm ni`Zr. 
JS>~S>r Am{ec¡{_Vr Amåhr {Z_Jrc° “Madam, pl. madam, 
we want boarding pass.” {V¸$m {MH°$ H$mony Am`cm°, Omë`mar 
{VZo Am_Jcr {VH$sQ>§/nmmgnmoQ>© ni`c° Am{Z W§B© WmìZy {Vga° 
H$m¢Q>a dMyH$ gm§Jc°. Am_r dmng Ë`m H$m¢Q>amcmJr Ym§ìcr. V± H$m¢Q>ar 
nimoZy KoVcr EH$s Jw~uUr! Vr {VJc° _mo~mBcmar AmZoH$ {XH$mZo Vm|S> 
Kw§dS>mZy C„`V Am{ecr. Vr g§^mfUmVy BVcr _¾ Am{ecr H$s {VZo 
AmåH$m ni`ZrMr. AmåH$m ^mo ~°Omê$ Omcmo, I§S>rV Am_Jc° {d_mZ 
AmåH$m§ gmoUy dÎmm åhUy c°H$c°. Am_r dmng dmng {V¸$m {dZdÊ`m 
H°$ë`m°, ""_°S>_, ßcrO _°S>_, AmåH$m ~moS>vJ nmg MrHo$ d½Jr {XÎmm 
d°, Ýh§{` OmË`mar Am_Jc° âcmB©Q> dVc°, H¥$nm H$moZy© {M¸o$ d½Jr 
Om`{ec°!'' hJya KwìZy {VH$sQ>§, nmgnmoQ>© {VZo K°Vc°, H§$ånwQ>amar H$cH$s 
Q>mB©n H°$c° Am{Z AmåH$m ~moS>vJ nmg {Xc°. Amåhr ^a©H$Z² VmU K°Vc°  
{Z Entrance gate {X¸$mZo Ym§dÀ`mH$ gwê$ H°$c±. W§B© H$ñQ>_ 
Am°\$sgamH$ {dZdÊ`m H$moZy©B© VmÞo AmåH$m gmoÊUr, dmng Ë`m hm°È> am§JoVy 
am~yH$ gm§Jc±. Am_r ̂ rìZy Joct, Q>oÝeZmZo hÿ_ ̀ |dMmH$ cmJcr, {d_mZ 
I§S>rV miss OmVm åhUy c°H$c°. MoH$s¨J Om`ZmnwS>o Am_r dmKy _mjr 
cmJrc° åhUH°$ âcmBQ> EÝQ´>mgmcmJr Ym§dcr. AaqdX _Á`mH$B© _ñV 
_mjr Am{ecm¡, Omc° {VVc± d½Jr Ym§dÀ`mH$ Vm° ni`V Am{ecm°. 
hm§do _mBH$mar Am`H$c± ""Passenger gate will be closed within  
2 minites.'' \w$„ ñnrS>mar YmìZy hm§d EÝQ´>gmar nmdct. W§B© goŠ`w[aQ>r 
Am°\$sgamH$ gm§Jc° H$s _Jcm° ~må_yUy _mjr Ym§dV `mÎm Amñg. hm§d 
_wImar dMyZy {d_mZmÀ`m ~mJcmcm½Jr am~rc° EAahmoñQ>ogmH$ _Jc° 
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{VH$sQ>, nmgnmoQ>©, ~moS>vJ nmg XmH$`c± AmZr {V¸$m _Jcmo ~må_yUy 
_mjr `mÎm Amñg, H¥$nm H$moZy© {MH°$ doQ> H$mo`mª åhUy gm§Jc±. YyaWmìZy 
_Jcm° ~må_yUy Ym§dV `mÎm Am{ecm° {Xgcm°. hm§d åhi°- ""Vm° ni° 
_Jcm° ~må_yUy Ym§dV `mÎm Amñg.'' EH$ {_{ZQ>m^rVar Vm° `oìZy 
nmdcm°. Amå_r ^rVar arJcr Am{Z {d_mZmM° ~mJrc ~§X Omc±. X¡dm  

na_oœam, Vw§doMr AmåH$m dm§Mdc° AmOr!'' àmMrZo EHy$ XrK© œmg K°Vcm° 
Am{Z dmng EH$ n°cm°^moZy© CÔmH$ {n„r. AaqdX hmgV{M Iwemc H$aV 
åhUmcm°- ""Aíer Am{ecr Am_Jcr ~moS>vJ nmgmMr H$mUr, OÝ_y^ar 
CJS>mgy dV©cr.

jU EH$ nwao
aoIm amd

Am`wî` ho AZoH$ jUm§Zr ^acoco AgVo Am{U H$UmH$UmZo nwT>o OmV 
AgVo. _mUgmÀ`m Am`wî`mÀ`m àdmgmV Ago AZoH$ jU `oVmV H$s 
Ë`m_wio Vmo H$Yr AmZ§XmZo ^mamdyZ OmVmo Va H$Yr Xþ…ImZo, {ZameoZo 
IMyZ OmVmo. Varhr Ë`mVyZ _mJ© H$mT>rV Ë`mcm nwT>o OmdoM cmJVo. 
H$maU _mUgmcm EH$XmM OÝ_ {_iVmo. øm Am`wî`mÀ`m àdmgmV 
Ag§»` ImMIiJo `oUmaM, na§Vw Vo Y¡`m©Zo nma H$arV Am`wî`mMm 
_Z_wamX AmZ§X KoU§ `mVM _mUgmM§ gmW©H$ Amho. Vo gmÜ` H$am`cm 
Ë`mZo {eH$co nm{hOo.
_mUgmÀ`m ~mcnUmVrc àË`oH$ jU BVHo$ {ZamJg d JmoS> AgVmV 
H$s Vo jU H$Yr g§nyZ OmVmV `mMm nÎmmM cmJV Zmhr. VméÊ`mVrc 
jUmM§ Va gm§JyM ZH$m. àË`oH$ jU AmZ§X, CËgmh OmoemZo ^acocm 
AgVmo, Va H$Yr {Zamem, CXm{gZVoZ§ `m AdñWoV BÀN>m, AmH$m§jm, 
_hÎdmH$m§jm C\$miyZ da Amcoë`m AgVmV. ào_, amJ, cmo^ _Ëga, 
_moh Ago AZoH$ jU XmQy>Z `oVmV. Ë`m jUmMo ^mZ {dgê$Z H$Yr 
MwH$mhr hmoVmV. _J _Z {ZameoZ§, CXm{gZVoZ§ ̂ ê$Z OmV§. _ZmMr AJXr 
{ÛYm AdñWm hmoVo. Aemdoir ñdV…cm gmdê$Z Ë`mVyZ _mJ© H$mT>mdm 
cmJVmo. H$mhtZm g_wnXoeH$, _mZ{gH$ VÁk `m§Mm AmYma ¿`mdm 
cmJVmo. KamVrc ào_i _mUgm§Mr gmo~V, AmYma cmJVmo. ZmhrVa Vmo 
nyU©nUo IMyZ OmD$Z H$Yr ì`gZmÀ`m AYrZ Va H$Yr AmË_hË`oÀ`m 
_mJm©H$S>o diVmo. Ë`m AdñWoV àË`oH$mZo S>moignUo nmhV {dMmanyd©H$ 
dmJm`cm hdo. VÁkm§Mr _XV ¿`m`cm hdr.
H$maU,

Some people are hurt by words
Some by action and some by silence
But the biggest hurt is that some
one ignorning us when we value 
Them a lot.

d¥ÕmdñWoVrc jUm§{df`r H$m` gm§Jy? Ë`m AdñWoV g§Ü`m-N>m`m 
{^ddrV AgVmV. _Z Iyn hid§ Pmcoc§ AgV§. ào_mgmR>r _Z ̂ wHo$coc§ 
AgV§. Aemdoir ào_mMm EH$ eãX Oar H$mZmda nS>cm Var S>moio ^ê$Z 
`oVmV. Hw$Ur _m`oZ§, AmnwcH$sZo Mm¡H$er Ho$cr Var J{hdê$Z ̀ oV§. Hw$Ur 
Xþc©j Ho$c§ Va _Z Km`mi hmoV§. H$Yr Hw$UmMo H$R>moa eãX H$miOmcm 
Kao nmS>VmV. Va EImÚm jUr Hw$UmÀ`m ^yc-Wmnm§Zm, JmoS> ~mocÊ`mcm 
\$er nSy>Z gd©ñd J_dmd§ cmJV§. n¡gm, AS>H$m, g§nÎmr, BñQ>oQ> hmVmVyZ 
{ZgQy>Z OmVo. Ë`mdoir _Z BVH§$ Vac AgV§ H$s H$moUVohr AmKmV 

nMdU§ H$R>rU OmV§. Aemdoir Amnë`m _mUgmM§, ào_mM§ ^a^¸$_ 
H$dM Agoc Va Ë`mVyZ Vmo ñdV…cm gmdê$ eH$Vmo. åhUyZ EH$m H$drZ§ 
åhQ>c§`, 
""jU EH$ nwao ào_mMm
dfm©d nS>mo _aUmMm&&'' dfm©d nS>mo _aUmMm&&''
_mUgmÀ`m øm VrZhr AdñWoV gU, g_ma§^, CËgd ho _hÎdmMo H$m_ 
H$aVmV. `m {Z{_ÎmmZo {_imcoco ào_mMo, AmZ§XmMo jU gdmªZr EH$Ì 
Kmc{dco nm{hOoV. Xþ…I, {Zamem, d¡a, Y_©, OmV-nmV gd© {dgê$Z 
øm gU-g_ma§^mV gm_rc ìhm`cm nm{hOo. H$maU Vo jUM _mUgmcm 
OJÊ`mMo, AmZ§XmMo, AmeoMo gm_Ï`© XoVmV. Vo jU H$m`_ ñ_aUmV 
amhVmV.
øm {Xdmir gUmÀ`m {Z{_ÎmmZo A§Y…H$mamMo Xrn _mcdyZ AmZ§XmMo 
Xrn noQ>dy `m Am{U AmZ§XmZo CËgmhmZo {Xdmir gmOar H$ê$`m. ""ew^ 
Xrnmdcr&&''

Amier ‘„m

am¸w$S> hmS>ao nwÎmm 
H$moBVmo bm½JX hmÎmm

 CÔmH$ hmS>ao nwÎmm 
 ~mBÝVw nS>Vm§ {^Îmm§

C‚mmo OiB nwÎmm 
hmVnm¶ ^m‚mwZ dÎmm

OodUm ¶moao nwÎmm 
Ym§ìV hm§d ¶oÎmm

 hmoS> dmÅ>o Amå‘m
 hmoS> dmÅ>o Amå‘m

‘§Jiya JmonmiH¥$îU ^Q>

Errata – In our September 2019 issue the 
name of the author of the sanskrit article 
was printed as Rekha Balwally. It should 
be Geeta Amlady. …..Editor
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Hw$H$Sw>Mr YZÌ`moXer
{à`m à^mH$a ~Sw>Hw$ir

_miJmdMm n[aga AmO AmZ§XmZo ^ê$Z Jocm hmoVm. YZÌ`moXerÀ`m _whÿVm©da 
AÊUmgmho~m§Zr Amncr nËZr MmécVm~mBªÀ`m ñ_aUmW© ~m§Ycoë`m H$m°coOMm 
CX²KmQ>Z-g_ma§^ Am`mo{OV Ho$cm hmoVm. gH$minmgyZ JmdH$ar H$m°coOÀ`m 
AmdmamV C^macoë`m e{_`mÝ`mV ̀ oD$Z gd©Vmonar _XV H$arV hmoVo. \w$cm§À`m 
_mim VgoM a§J{~a§Jr nVmH$m§Zr gmam n[aga gwemo^rV Ho$cm hmoVm. A{VWr 
VgoM JmdH$è`m§Mr ^moOZmMr Oæ`V V`mar Ho$cr hmoVr.
e¡j{UH$ {d^mJmÀ`m {d{dY joÌmVrc VÁkm§Zm H$m°coO_Ü`o àmÜ`mnH$nXr 
Zo_co hmoVo. Ë`m gd© _mÝ`dam§Zm øm g_ma§^mV Am_§{ÌV Ho$co hmoVo. VgoM 
H$moUm EH$m _§Ìr-_hmoX`mg à_wI nmhþUo åhUyZ Am_§{ÌV Ho$co hmoVo.
hmVmV AmaVrMo V~H$ KoD$Z JmdmVrc ~m`H$m ñdmJV-g_ma§^mgmR>r à_wI 
nmhþÊ`m§Mr dmQ> nmhV VmQ>H$iV Cä`m hmoË`m. BVŠ`mV àdoeÛmamda Cä`m Ë`m 
gdmªg, ""ZdrZ nmonQ> hm cmJcm {dQy> {dQy> ~mocm`cm'' øm JmÊ`mMr aoH$m°S>© 
dmOdV H$mhr Q>maJQ> _wco ZmMV EH$m a§J{~a§Jr \w$Jo d [a~rZtZr gOdcoë`m 
JmS>rgh àdoeÛmamÀ`m {XeoZo `oV Agë`mMo {Xgco. gd©OU MH$sV hmoD$Z 
Ë`mg nmhV C^o am{hco. AÊUmgmho~m§Zm dmQ>co H$s, H$moUm Zì`m {MÌnQ>mMr 
Om{hamV H$aÊ`mgmR>r Vmo KmoiH$m Amcm Agmdm, na§Vw jU^amV Vr JmS>r 
àdoeÛmamer C^r am{hcr. JmS>rMm XadmOm CKSy>Z EH$ ì`º$s Imcr CVacr. 
S>moù`m§da Jm°Jc, S>moŠ`mda Q>monr, g\o$X gXam d nm`O_m Am{U a§Jr~oa§Jr 
Om{H$Q>!! ^arg ^a åhUyZ Jù`mV gmoÝ`mMr OmS>ga gmIir!! JmS>rVyZ 
Imcr CVê$Z Vr ì`º$s gai ñdmJV g_ma§^mg Cä`m Ë`m ~m`H$m§À`m 
KmoiŠ`mV {eacr. EH$m ~mB©À`m hmVmVyZ AmaVrMo V~H$ {hgH$mdyZ KoV 
Ë`m _mUgmZo Amnë`m Om{H$Q>À`m {IemVyZ cm`Q>a H$mTy>Z V~H$mVrc {Xdm 
cmdcm. à_wI nmhþÊ`m§M`m Ë`m {d{já dmJÊ`mMm CnpñWV ~m`H$m VgoM 
AÊUmgmho~ d JmdH$è`m§g _moR>m Y¸$m ~gcm, na§Vw Jßn amhÊ`m{edm` 
Ë`m§À`mH$S>o Xþgam n`m©` ZìhVm.
V~H$mVrc {Zam§OZmZo Amnë`m JmS>rg AmodmiyZ à_wI nmhþÊ`m§Zr JmS>r g_moa 
EH$ Zmai dmT>dcm. cJoM EH$m Q>maJQ> _wcmZo JmS>rÀ`m nwT>çmV \$Q>mH$S>o 
\$moS>co. gmam àH$ma KS>V AgVmZm nmhþÊ`m§Mm ñdmJV g_ma§^ am{hcm 
nmhþÊ`m§H$S>o! jU^a AmnU H$m°coOÀ`m CX²KmQ>Z g_ma§^mV C^o AmhmoV H$m 
Hw$R>o? Agm gd©gm_mÝ`m§À`m _ZmV {dMma Mmidcm.
EH§$XarV \$Q>mH$S>çm§Mm AmdmO Wm§~VmM AÊUmgmho~ à_wI nmhþUo  
_§Ìr-_hmoX`m§À`m {XeoZo gagmdco. VgoM BVa _mÝ`dam§gh Ë`m§Zr a§J_§M 
JmR>cm. _Ü`^mJr _§Mmda _m§S>coë`m qghmgZmda AmgZñW hmoV a§J_§Mmdê$Z  
à_wI nmhþÊ`m§Zr gdmªg Z_ñH$ma Ho$cm. cJoM gdmªZr Q>mù`m dmOdyZ Ë`m§Mo 
ñdmJV Ho$co. EH$m _mJmo_mJ EH$ Aer gd© _mÝ`dam§Mr ^mfUo Pmcr. 
eodQ>r AÊUmgmho~m§Zr à_wI nmhþÊ`m§g e¡j{UH$ joÌmVrc Ë`m§À`m JmT>çm 
AZw^dm§{df`r AZw_moXZna Mma eãX ~mocÊ`mg AmJ«h H$aVmM Vo C^o 
am{hco. a§J_§Mmdê$Z EH$dma VwÀN>VoZo Ë`m Jar~ JmdH$è`m§H$S>o nmhV Amnë`m 
JmcmV R>odcocr V§~mIyMr Jmoir Ë`m§Zr BVŠ`m {X_mImV W§wHy$Z \o$H$cr 
H$s, àojH$dJm©V n{hë`m am§JoV ~gcob`m H$moÊ`m EH$m AmOtÀ`m Vm|S>mda 

OmD$Z ~gcr. _§Ìr-_hmoX`m§À`m W§wH$s{_{lV _mì`mÀ`m KmUoaS>çm dmgm_wio 
g§Vmncoë`m AmOtZr Amnë`m nm`mVrc dhmU Ë`m _§Ìr-_hmoX`m§À`m {XeoZo 
a§J_§Mmda {^aH$mdcr. Amgnmg ~gcoë`m àojH$m§g VgoM a§J_§Mmdarc  
_mÝ`dam§g H$m` KS>co ho H$iÊ`mAmYrM Ë`m AmOr CR>ë`m Am{U a§J_§Mmda 
^mfU H$aÊ`mg gÁO _§Ìr-_hmoX`m§g åhUmë`m, ""Ad _§Ìr-_hmoX`, Vwåhr 
{dÚmÏ`mªg {ejZmM§ _hÎd g_OyZ gm§Jm`m AmcmV H$s VéU-~m§S> nmoam§Zm 
JwQ>Im d Ë`mM§ Amnë`m OrdZmVc§ _hÎd nQ>dm`mcm AmcmV? ZgVm  
Yw_mHy$i _m§S>cm` BW§ Vwåhr.''
AmOtMo eãX EoHy$Z ~¿`m§g_moa Pmcocm An_mZ ghZ Z hmoVm _§Ìr-_hmoX` 
a§J_§Mmda MmM\$Sy> cmJco. Ë`m§Zm Zo_Ho$ H$m` H$amdo gwMoZm. Ë`m§Mr X`Zr` 
pñWVr ~KyZ AmOr åhUmcr - ""E nmoam, Oo Omco Vo Omco. Ë`m~Ôc AmnZ 
EH$_oH$m§Mr j_m _mJy-_m\$ H$ê$, nZ EH$m AQ>rda!
Ë`mda _§Ìr _hmoX` ~mocco- ""AQ> _§Oya.'' Voìhm åhmVmar åhUmcr, ""_r 
H$mhr àý {dMmarZ. _cm Ë`mMr CÎmao ÚmdrV Vwåhr.'' Ë`mda _§Ìr-_hmoX`m§Zr 
hmoH$ma {Xcm. åhmVmar d _§Ìr-_hmoX`m_Ü`o àýmoÎmam§Mr OwJc~§Xr gwê$ Pmcr.
åhmVmar … emim Hw$R>cr VwOr?
_§Ìr_hmoX` … _miJmd àmW{_H$ emim.
åhmVmar … {ejU {H$Vr?
_§Ìr_hmoX` … gmVdr Zmnmg (àojH$ dJm©V {nH$cm hem)
åhmVmar … _J Cƒ {ejUm{df`r H$m` gm§JUma {dÚmÏ`mªZm Vy?
_§Ìr-_hmoX` … ~aoM H$mhr.
åhmVmar … H$go?
_§Ìr-_hmoX` … AmO YZÌ`moXer. nm{hcmV Zm H$g O¸$mg ~ma CS>dcm 
Voìhm. (cmoH$m§H$S>o {_píH$cnUo hgV) H$er dmQ>cr _mOr emdcoQ> JmS>r? 
Zdr H$moar ~a§ H$m! dmQ>c§ AmOM {VM§ CX²KmQ>Z H$amd§ H$mcoOÀ`m 
CX²KmQ>Z-g_ma§^mVM. (Oam Wm§~yZ) nhm _mÂ`mH$S>o YZÌ`moXercm YZ H$g§ 
IUmUV. ZmhrVa Vwåhr H$mcoOÀ`m CX²KmQ>ZmMr ZwgVr dmQ>M nmhV BW§ C^§ 
amhm`M§. åhUyZM {e{jV hmoD$Z VwåhmgmaI§ amhÊ`mnojm _§Ìr ~ZyZ emdcoQ> 
hmH$cU OmñV \$m`ÚmM§ Zm` H$m _§S>ir?
_§Ìr-_hmoX`m§M§ e¡j{UH$ AZw^dm§{df`r _V _m§Sy>Z g§nV§-Zm-g§nV§ 
àojH$dJm©V EH$M EH$ JXmamoi Pmcm. H$moUr EH$OU YmdV a§J_§Mmda 
Amcm. Ë`m Bg_mZo _§Ìr-_hmoX`mÀ`m Om{H$Q>mg nH$Sy>Z Ë`mg a§J_§Mmdê$Z 
Imcr CVa{dco d àojH$dJm©V Cä`m Ë`m åhmVmarMm hmV nH$Sy>Z _m`coH$m§Mr 
^oQ> KS>dyZ AmUcr. H$maU Vmo Bg_ Xþgam H$moUhr ZgyZ _§Ìr-_hmoX`m§À`m 
D$\©$ Hw$H$Sw>À`m dJm©Vrc emco` OrdZmVrc ghnmR>r hmoVm. Á`mZo gmVdr 
Zmnmg hmoVmM Ka gmoSy>Z {ZKyZ Jocoë`m Amnë`m {_ÌmÀ`m åhUOoM Hw$H$Sw>À`m 
AmB©Mr H$iH$i àË`j Amnë`m S>moù`m§Zr ~{KVcr hmoVr.
jU^a Hw$H$Sw>cm ea_ocogo dmQ>co. Vr _m`_mÌ Amnë`m nwÌ^oQ>rÀ`m AmZ§XmV 
ñdV… Sw>§~yZ Jocr.
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`oD${Z`m naXoer...

naXoemV Om`M§` nmoQ>mgmR>r
Zdè`mcm \$_m©Z Amc§ ~XcrgmR>r
_J H$m`! ~m§Yc§ JmR>moS>§
Oar VwQ>V hmoV§ AmVS>§.

_Z ì`mHw$i Omhc§, Oar VoWrc gwI§ d{U©Vr gmao
gmoSw>{Z`m OrdcJm§ BVH§$ Xÿa Omd§ H$m ~ao?
hmo, nU A½ZrgmjrZo gmV \o$ao Á`mÀ`mg§Joo KoVco
Ë`mÀ`mgmo~V gmVmg_wÐmnma OmUo ghO Omhco

{dMma gJio Q>mHy$Z _mJo
R>adc§ "A~ {g\©$ ~T>Zm h¡ AmJo'.

nmD$c Q>mH$c§ naXoemV...

Q>mnQ>rn hmoVr MhÿH$S>o
Zm JXu Zm Y¸$m~w¸$s, gm_gy_M gJirH$S>o
Ë`m em§VVoZoM Pmco _r AñdñW
cmoH$c_Ycr ^m§S>Uo AmR>dyZ Ho$c§ _Zmcm ñdñW!

Oar Kam§V gd© gwIgmo`r hOa
eoOmanmOmar Hw$UmerM Zmhr ZOamZOa
hiyhiy ~gy cmJco _mPo ~ñVmZ
{Zü` Ho$cm, AmVm VH«$matZm Zmhr Úm`M§ ñWmZ

BWë`m VmÁ`m ^mÁ`m, \$i§ nmhÿZ _Z gwImdc§
Amnë`m S>mir, nmoho Z {Xgë`mZo cJoM Vo ~mdac§
cmJcrM ZdaXodmZo Zoco _cm E{eAZ XþH$mZmV
^maVr` ~«°S>g² nmhÿZ, AmZ§X _mdoZm JJZmV.

nmhVmZm Zdè`mM§ JmcmVë`m JmcmV hgy
H$m` Pmc§ _r IwUoZoM cmJco nwgy
chmZ ~mimÀ`m CËgmhmZo åhUo _r dmdaco
H$m` KoD$ AZ² H$m` ZH$mo AgoM _cm Omhco!

Amncr _mUg§ AmR>dVrc ømV Zmhr Zdc
nU ^mOrdmcm AZ² \$idmcm AmR>dco hm Pmcm Zm H$ha!
^¡`m WmoS>m Am¡a {_aMr XoZm, åhUV \w$H$Q>mVM KoV Agy H$S>rnÎmm
BWo _mÌ Ë`mgmR>r ~Km, H$em ImVmo Amåhr IñVm!

VrZ Mma AmR>dS>o `oV Zmhr H$S>rnVm
emoYm`m gmao XþH$mZmV KmcVr {KaQ>çm
XþH$mZXmamZo Ho$cm ‘curry leaves’ Mm ìhmQ²>gAßn J«wn 
H$S>rnVm Amcm åhUë`mda, P§wS>rMo Aàwn
dmnaVo _r EH$ EH$ nmZ OnyZ
Og§ ^maVmV dmnaVmo Ho$eamMr nmV N>mQy>Z

Moar, nrM, ñQ´>mo~oar gd©M VmOoVdmZo
Zdam {dMmar H$qcJS> H$m hmoV Zmhr KoUo
Vy AmUcoc§ H$qcJS> Zoh_r {ZKV§ JmoS>M§
Vo {ZdSy>Z XoUmè`m ^¡`mcm BWo H$g§ AmUy ho _mÌ H$moS>M§
"cmc hmo Vmohr XoZm' Agm {VWcm ad¡`m
BWo _mhrV Zmhr, dgyc hmoB©c H$m _mPm énæ`m!

Yra H$ê$Z AmUc§ _r H$qcJS>
AmO H$mny H$s CÚm, R>adUo Pmc§ AdKS>
eodQ>r H$mnc§ H$qcJS> coH$a "^¡`m' H$m Zm_
JmoS> {ZKmco H$qcJS>, Pmco \$Vo _mPo H$m_!

BWo CR>m`cm JOaM cmJVmo
nhmQ>o ~oc _mam`cm XþY^¡`m ZgVmo
nmddmë`mMr Q´>tJQ´>tJ EoH$m`m H$mZ Pmco AYra
BWë`m em§VVoV Q´>°_ AZ² Q´>oZ MoM AmdmO XoVmV Yra.

amhÿ AmnU ñdXoer qH$dm naXoer
_Zmcm _mÌ R>odm`M§ AmZ§Xr, hr IyUJmR> ~m§Ycr _Zmer!

- pñ_Vm ~idùir

Jwé… An[ahm`©…
lrH$cm H$m¡{eH

AW¡H$Xm EH$m Jmo_V{„H$m (an excellent cow) V¥U§ MaÝVr MaÝVr 
M`m©_¾m dZ§ àm{deV²& (M`m© - moving, MaÝVr - while eating) VXm 
AH$ñ_mV² Vm§ à{V YmdZ² ì`mK«… V`m Ñï>…& AH$pënVV`m nwaV… AmJV§ 
jU{d¿Z_² AdJå` gm amo{hUr VËjU§ VV… Anmgn©V²& jU_mÌmV² ì`mK«… 
Vñ` ZI¡… Vm§ {dXma{`î`oV² B{V {d{MÝË` N>bmpÝdVì`mK«mV² Ang{n©Vw§ 
_aUm{Û_moºw§$ M JmYOb ỳºo$ (JmY - shallow) n‘>Jw{áH$mgmao V`m P§nm H¥$Vm  
(P§nm - jump) & Vm_² AZwgaZ² ì`mK«… A{n a^goZ (forcefully) H$mgmao 
dpëJV… (jumped)&
Aëng_`mä`ÝVa¡d C^m¡ AdJÝVm¡ V`mo… Jbn`©ÝV§ n‘>m{‘>Vm¡ AmñVm_² & V`mo… 
{eam¡ Ed n‘>ñ`mon[aï>mV² Obñ`mon[a Ñí`_mZm¡ AmñVm_²& ^`‘>aH$ï>mdñWm`m… 
{d_moºw§$ `Wme{º$ _hËà`ËZ§ H¥$VdÝVm¡ C^m¡ & naÝVw bm^OZH$… ZmgrV² & 
Vø©{n Ah§H$maoU CÝ_Îm… ì`mK«… YoZw§ à{V ^y`mo ^y`mo JO©Z§ Hw$d©Z² AdXV²- 

"Ah§ Vd AñWr{Z XÝV¡{Z©înrS>ç AmZÝX_Zw^{dî`m{_' B{V&
naÝVw ì`W©V`m Moï>_mZ§ ì`mK«§ Ñï²>dm hgÝVr gm¡a^o`r V§ ì`mK«§ n¥ï>dVr- "ho 
dZMa, Vd Jwé… {dÚ_mZ… ApñV {H$_²? Jwamoê$n[a lÕm ApñV {H$_²?' VXm 
emXÿ©b… AdXV²- "{H$_Wm© Efm dmUr dX{V ? Z OmZm{g {H$_², Ah_od 
dZm{YamO…&' VXm YoZw…- "Ëd§ dZm{Yn{V… A{g& naÝVw Apñ_Z² g‘>Q>mdñWmV… 
ajUmWª Vd gm_Ï`ª {Zî\$b_²& Vd _aU_² AÌ¡d {Z{üV_pñV&' ì`mK«… 
àË`mdmX§ H¥$VdmZ²& "Ah§ dZmYre… Vø©{n EVñ_mV² H$ï>mdñWm`m… ~{h… 
AmJÝVw§ Z eŠZmo{_& Ëd§ Vw gmYmaUYoZw…& VV… qH$ Vd?' YoZw… Cº$dVr "__ 
_aU§ Z AÌ&' "H$WÝVo?'- ì`mK«… n¥ï>dmZ²& VXm YoZw… gm¡å`V`m Cº$dVr 
"Ah§ ñd_moMZ§ H$Vwª Z eŠZmo{_& naÝVw __ ñdm_r eŠZmo{V& gy`m©ñVo OmVo 
jU_mÌo Jmoembm`m§ __ AZwnpñWqV kmËdm _m_² AÝdoïw>_² AmJ{_î`{V& 
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Reflections

Ageism
sanjay s trasy, anDherI west

I am told that the happiness curve is U-shaped. But then, one day, I saw this elderly lady on my way to work (during 
my posting at Bhubaneswar). She was hardly three feet tall because she had a hunch with her head almost touching the 
ground. She walked around with a stick in her hand. I had shuddered and had felt a deep sense of remorse by looking at 
such a pitiable condition. I felt she was so unfortunate, given her age.

But now I understand that she was a victim of ageism through my thought process. In fact, I too was a victim of ageism 
because of my own thinking. I realize now, that within this unusual physical appearance, there was a great human spirit 
which was still enjoying the gift of life. She sang a beautiful tune in praise of God while taking bath at the tube well in the 
by-lane. She washed her own clothes (her saree) and wrapped herself with a fresh one. She basked in the early morning 
sunshine. She talked to the ladies on their way to work who in spite of being in a hurry to be on their way, spent a few 
minutes to chat with her. She lovingly cleaned the small temple below the banyan tree with water using her hands. She 
merrily fed green grass to the cattle. She often cooked rice and fish on her own using a chulha (brick stove) and ate this 
simple but nutritious meal on a leaf. She slept on the floor in the verandah without any discomfort.

She had blessed me with her presence and in fact given me hope and a lesson on “active ageing”. So now when I see 
another elderly lady in a slum in Mumbai with a different lifestyle yet similar spirit like the lady in Bhubaneswar, I no longer 
seem to be carrying the feeling of ageism. The happiness curve is U-shaped indeed!

EH$Xm AmJ{_î`{V VXm VËH$mb§ _m_² CËWmß` J¥h§ Z`{V& V`m Cº${_d  
K{Q>V_²& gy`m©ñVo OmVo A{MamV² Vñ`m… ñdm_r VÌmJË` Vñ`m…  
XþJ©_mdñWm_dJå` Vm_wÞr` J¥h§ ZrVdmZ²&
C^md{n g_mYmZoZ ^JdÝV§ à{V H¥$VkVm§ X{e©VdÝVm¡&
VmËn`m©W©… YoZw… {Zì`m©OmË_g_n©U^md§ Xe©`{V& ì`mK«… Ahå^md§, YoZmo… 

ñdm_r Jwéê$n§, ì`mK«ñ` AZwYmdZ§ Vw Apñ_Z² OJ{V {dÚ_mZmZ² {df`mZ² 
àH$Q>rH$amo{V&
Apñ_Z² OJ{V ~hd… {d¿Zm… H$ï>m… {bám… ^dpÝV& naÝVw Jwéä`… nyU©V… 
lÕ`m öXn©U§ H$aUr`_²& {Zü`oZ `Wmo{MVg_`o Jwé… Vñ_mV² ajU§ Hw$d©pÝV& 
EVX² Vw {ÌdmagË`_²&

^mdJrV

gya cmJco eãX {dgaco
_ZmV JmUo ñ\w$ê$ cmJco
ZrcmH$me Vo {Xgy cmJco
JJZr Vmao h§gy cmJco

_§X dmam h{f©V Pmcm
hiyM `oCZr ñnew©Zr Jocm
ew^« nm§T>è`m T>Jm§Mm _oim
Va§Jmdar a§JV Amcm

AX²^yV VrZgm§Pm g§Ü`m
gOdwZr Am^mimV Amcr
{XZamO ñVãY hmoCZr Jocm
gmJamZo gmoh§H$mahr Ho$cm

eãX {dgaco gya Vo Caco
gmJa VQ>r Vo H$mì` am{hco
_§X nmCcr dmQ> naVcr
A§YmamV ñdKa JmR>rcog

- M¡VÝ` ZmS>H$Uu

g§wXa Am`wî`

EìhaoñQ> {eIa JmR>Uo AeŠ` Agoc... 
Ho$Xma AdmŠ`m ~mhoa Agoc... 
Var Am`wî` g§wXa Agoc...

nÙlr {_imcr Zgoc... 
Am°c|nrH$ qOH$co Zgoc... 
Var Am`wî` g§wXa Agoc...

gmo~Vr gmoSy>Z Joco AgVrc... 
KaQ>o [aH$m_o AmoHo$ Pmco Agoc... 
Var Am`wî` g§wXa Agoc...

_oYm§Mm JS>JS>mQ> hmoV Agoc... 
drOm gd©Ì cH$mH$V AgVrc... 
Var Am`wî` g§wXa Agoc...

Mm¡\o$a KZKmoa A§Yma Agoc... 
EH$ H$mOdm AYm§Var CS>V Agoc... 
Var Am`wî` g§wXa Agoc...

Am`wî` gá a§JrM§ AgV§... 
a§JmV Ë`m Ioim`M§ AgV§... 
Am`wî` AZw^dm`M§ AgV§... 
åhUOoM Am`wî` n[anyU© hmoV§... -{dÚm H$mJc
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smt. sharada Raghuveer Dhareshwar, 
fondly known as GULLU, (B.Sc.; B.Ed.), born on 6th October 1932, 

passed away on 10th August 2019, at Panvel, Navi Mumbai, blissfully.
She was the wife of the late Shri Raghuveer Dhareshwar (B.E.) Engineer-in Chief, Western Railway, Churchgate; 

mother of Jayant and Dr. Bharat, mother-in-law of: Lalitha and Krishnapriya, 
grandmother of Aditya, Pranav, Chaitanya, grand mother-in-law of Suman, great grandmother of Krishna.

A very loving and warm hearted person, she was always smiling, full of zest for life and ever willing to impart 
basic core values and spiritual wisdom of the scriptures and Bhagavadgita, 

to all interested seekers and help everyone, known and unknown. 
She always utilized every moment of her life for the spiritual good and wellbeing of all concerned.

She loved to teach primary school children and taught at Bengalee girls’ School, Churchgate. She organized and 
conducted, one of the first and oldest Bal Vihars of Chinmaya Mission.  

She was an abhyasi of Heartfulness Institute.
Fondly remembered by her elder sister, Smt. SushilaTirkannad, Dhareshwars, Savurs, Tirkanads, Sharmas, 

Bailurs, Agarwals, relatives and friends.
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Aaryaman hoskote (son of Dr. Hemangini and 
Prashant Hoskote and grandson of Sudha and late Shan-
taram Chittar and late Ahilya and Yogesh Hoskote) has an 
excellent academic background. A student of G D Goenka 
World School, Gurgaon, he has completed his IBDP and 
IGCSE with excellent scores. He has started his under-
graduate studies at the University of Toronto (Scarborough 
campus) earlier this month. He is pursuing his Bachelor’s 
degree in Physics, Astrophysics and Astronomy - subjects 
he has always been passionate about since his childhood. 
Prior to this, Aaryaman participated at the World Scholars 
Cup and won 17 Gold and 11 Silver medals in total, at the 
rounds held at Gurgaon and Barcelona culminating at the 
Tournament of Champions at the Yale University, USA.

Apart from academics, Aaryaman has been part of the 
school’s Basketball and Swimming Team. In addition, his 
hobbies include reading, origami, music, photography and 
sketching.

Dr. Anita naimpally, daughter of Anand and Seema 
Naimpally of Bangalore is currently studying in the final year 
of the MDS (Master of Dental Surgery) course in Prostho-
dontics & Implant Dentistry at the MS RAMAIAH University 
of Applied Sciences, Bangalore. She has secured the 2nd 
prize at the all-India competition held at the Maxillo-facial 
Symposium conducted by the Sri Sankara Cancer Foun-
dation, Bangalore. At this competition several healthcare 
professionals presented their cases(work) about artificial 
body parts intended to replace natural ones lost due to 
cancer or accidents. Anita presented her work - “Ocular 
prosthesis” i.e. artificial eye which won the award. She 
lays her success at the feet of our holy Guruparampara 
and our most revered Guru HH Sadjyot Shankarashram 
Swamiji, whose grace and benediction made it possible. 
She also seeks Blessings from grandparents Shri Suresh 
Balwalli, late Smt. Naina Balwalli, and late Shri Muralidhar 
Naimpally & Smt. Kamalini Naimpally and all elders for her 
continued success and progress.

Kanchan Rathna (nee Belthangadi) is a professional 
artist based now in Bangalore.

Having studied Commercial Art from Nirmala Niketan, 
Mumbai, she then worked and trained with prominent 
Indian artists like T Kaladharan and also a Russian artist, 
Anna Korobitsina.

She has illustrated books and magazines including ‘The 
Week’ and has participated in many group and solo art 
shows. She was closely associated with the Kochi Muziris 
Biennale 2014 & 2016. Her paintings portray her creative 
self exploration and self expression through vivid, bold 
colours, textures, movement and energy. Her style is ab-
stract impressionist.

She has commissioned paintings for homes, offices 
across the world and has recently commissioned paintings 
for hotel Holiday Inn, Kochi. One can see her body of work 
at www.facebook.com/Kanchanrathna. She can be reached 
at kanchanrat@yahoo.com.

Personalia

smriti Gulwadi - receiving Kalanidhi Award

Aaryaman hoskote
Dr. Anita Naimpally

Kanchan rathna rudra Parulekar

samvit Mavinkurve Shefali Gokarn 
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Rudra Parulekar, son of Anisha and Late Abhijeet 
Parulekar and grandson of Aruna and V Narayanan not only 
excels in academics but in many other fields as well. He has 
participated and won laurels for himself and his school in 
singing in various other forums. He has completed 3B, 4A 
and 5 levels of Shiamak Davar’s dance classes and secured 
8th rank in Kyu Japanese martial arts. In the academic field 
his achievements include a 30th position at the International 
Olympiad of English Language organized by the Educational 
Society, New Delhi. He also participates and wins prizes in 
Throwball and Chess competitions. Currently he is into a new 
trend of music called ‘Beat Boxing’ and has given brilliant 
performances winning the hearts of the audience.

samvit Mavinkurve, son of Shreeti and Sachidanand 
Mavinkurve is a teenager who loves to write. He has penned a 
number of poems and stories, some of which have appeared 
in our “Kiddies’ Corner”. He has bagged prizes for these as 
well. Now, he has been honoured as a ‘Literary Colonel’ by 
StoryMirror. StoryMirror is a global online portal for short 
stories and poems. It is a unique online creative platform 
created to showcase the diversity, versatility, and excellence 
in the field of literature and art. It offers an opportunity to 
all budding and experienced storytellers, poets and artists to 
showcase their talent. We wish Samvit success in his literary 
pursuits in the future!

shefali sudhir Gokarn has developed a wheelchair 
which converts into a stretcher and from the stretcher the 
patient can be shifted onto a bed or any other platform like 

a car seat and vice versa. 
Transferring patients in a conventional way means lifting 

the patient by at least 4-6 people. While lifting, the patient 
could get harmed or injured. This way of transfer is very risky 
specially post operation or in an emergency case, Also, if the 
patient is at home or in any situation where not enough peo-
ple are available for lifting, then transfer by lifting becomes 
difficult. Conventional transfer is not only harmful for patients 
but also for caregivers. The caregivers may be at a high risk 
of fracture or serious injuries because of prolonged lifting.

So, Shefali Gokarn came up with an idea of transferring 
patients automatically with the help of a novel transformable 
transferable wheelchair. The person could be transferred to 
any surface, for example, a car seat, a bed, into an ambu-
lance and also from any surface onto the wheelchair itself.

This automatic transformable transferable wheelchair was 
developed so as to provide a sense of independence to the 
patients and to have a risk-free transfer.

Congratulations Shefali! A commendable invention! It will 
be a boon to patients! 

smriti Gulwadi was always interested in having a busi-
ness of her own. After completing her graduation instead 
of settling in a regular job she found her challenges and 
fulfillment in running an advertisement agency of her own. 
She was also a director of SVC Co-op Bank for 5 years. Smriti 
was awarded the “Kalaanidhi - Woman of Substance” award 
at the hands of Commissioner of Police, Thane Mr. Vivek 
Phansalkar recently. 

FOR ALL VAIDIK & RELEGIOUS RITUALS
&

Horoscope Matching & Predictions 
In the City of Pune / Mumbai

CONTACT Ved. Raghavendra Bhat.
Mob. No. 8169463662 / 9987790883.

For Bridal Make-up
You can Contact Smt. Gayathri Bhat.

Mob. No. 9834455296 / 9004301737.
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here & there
Bengaluru : Chaturmasa programmes- Bhajan Seva was 

offered by Shalini Madiman & Aishwarya Gangoli, Saikrupa 
Nalkur & Uma Trasi, Shantala Nadkarni, Viha Nagarkatti & 
Nagarkatti family, Padma Betrabet, Ameeta Shiroor, Anushree 
& Chirag Amembal, Geeta Padbidri, Shantini Yederi & Tara 
Balwally, Lakshmi Nayak, Shiva Shakti and Guru Shakti Bhajan 
Mandali, Prarthana Varga, Karnad Family, Sangita Bhatkal & 
Students, Ullal Family, Arya Dhareshwar ( Vrinda Kallianpur), 
Chitra Aldangdi & Savithri Gunavante and Shivani Kallianpur. 
Other programmes rendered were Bhajans and Harmonium 
Solo by Uday Nagarkatti, Hindustani Shastreeya Sangeet and 
Bhajans by Shreshtha Heranjal, Clown Magic Show by Sanjay 
Balsavar, talk by Malini Madimanpachi, Bharat Natyam Dance 
by Purvi Bantwal, Trisha Raghuram and Anvita Kodange.

Special Programmes- Painting workshop was conducted by 
Smt Rekha Mavinkurve on 2nd August. Nagara Panchami was 
observed on 5th August with Naga pujan and Upakarma for 
Panchamkari-s. Varamahalakshmi Vrata was performed with 
Lakshmi Pujan on 9th August. Rig Upakarma was observed 
on 14th August. Punyatithi of P.P. Parijnanashram Swamiji 
III was observed on 19th August with Bhashya Pathan and 
Ashtavadhan Seva. Gokulasthami mhanti- s were recited from 
16th to 24th August. Gokulastami was observed with cradling 
ceremony of Lord Shri Krishna on 23rd August. Gopal Kallo with 
handi breaking was observed on 24th August with children 
dressed as Gopi-Gopika-s. On the occasion of Samaradhana 
of Parama Pujya Shrimad Anandashram Swami, Samuhik 
Bhagavadgita Pathan was rendered from 26th to 31st August.

Vargas- Yuvatis offered Chaturmas Seva at Mallapur from 
15th to 18th Aug. They participated in Sanskrit Sambhashan, 
learnt to string Rudraksha Malas, visited the nearby temples 
and learnt bhajans from Vasant Hossangadymam. On 25th 
and 31st Aug, yuvas participated in cultural programs. Prart-
hana Varg offered “Varsha Ritu’” a program with skit , song 
and dance. Atharv Balwally of Bahrain offered melodious 
bhajan seva.

Reported by saikrupa nalkur

Kolkata : In August 2019 our community came to life once 
again with Janmashtami celebrated at our Kolkata Shri Kashi 
Math, (which is now a branch of Shri Kashi Math Sansthan 
– Varanasi). Bhajans were started at 6.30pm by our usual 
enthusiastic Kamath family, comprising of Ashwin Kamath, 
with his father Jayant Kamath and his 3 year old grandson 
Anay. Tejaswini Vernekar, a professional singer, now in Kolk-
ata, rendered soulful bhajans ably accompanied on the table 
by her brother Vignesh. The programme was well attended 
which was followed with Prasad provided by Tara, Madhav 
and Rakesh Shenoy (Rao), Meera Kamath, and Shamala Pai. 

Reported by Pradeep s. nagarkatti

Mumbai - santacruz : Rug Upakarma Homa : For the 
benefit of devotees the Sabha had arranged for Rug Upakar-
ma Homa (Changing Of The Sacred Thread)on 14th August 
2019(Wednesday). This was officiated by Ved Shri Ulman 
Anandbhat.

The Sabha observed Punyatithi of HH Shrimat Parijnan-
ashram Swamiji III on 19th August 2019 (Monday). Bhajans 
were sung by Parijnan Bhajan Mandal of Santacruz. This was 
followed by Deepanamaskar, Mangalarati & Prasad.

On 1st September, 2019 - Our Sabha observed Samaradha-
na of HH Shrimat Anandashram Swamiji with “Panchamrut 
Rudrabhishek and Sahasara Bilvarchinadi Puja”. This was 
officiated by Ved. Shri Ulman Anandbhatmaam. On 3rd Sep-
tember Bhajans by Swara Sadhana bhajan group was organ-
ised as a part of “Ganeshotsava” under the joint auspices of 
our Santacruz Sabha and Saraswat Mahila Samaj. This was 
followed by Deepanamaskar, Mangalarti and Prasad thereaf-
ter. Both these functions were held in Shrimat Anandashram 
Hall, Saraswat colony, Santacruz.

Reported by Kavita Karnad 

Mumbai - Vile Parle-Vakola: Our Sabha observed 
Samaradhana of P. P. Shrimat Parijananashram I on 14th 
of April, 2018 & P. P. Shrimat Pandurangashram Swamiji on 
15th of June, 2018 by reading out excerpts from Bodhamrut 
book. On 20th April, 2018 on the auspicious occasion of 
Shankar Jayanthi about 25 Sadhakas from our Sabha gath-
ered with devotion at the residence of Shri Anand Amladi at 
4 pm. To begin with, Sadhakas performed Devi Anushthan 
with powerful chants as per the custom followed on every 
third Friday of the month in our Sabha. It was then followed 
by Adi Shankaracharya Pujan which was performed by Smt. 
Radhika Chittar. Sadhakas chanted a few Stotra-s and sang 
Bhajans based on Adi Shanakaracharya with dedicated zeal. 
This programme concluded with Sabha Samapti Prarthana, 
Mangalarati and Prasada Vitaran.

During Vile Parle-Vakola Seva Saptah from 6th to 13th 
May, 2018 at Karla Math, five Sadhakas gleefully took the 
opportunity to offer Seva in the Sannidhi of P. P. Parijnanash-
ram Swamiji III and Devi Durga Parmeshwari. On 18th May 
about 22 Sadhakas participated in the Sannikarsha. A few 
Sadhikas from our Sabha performed Gurupujan on this day.

On 15th June, 2018 our Sabha participated in large num-
ber along with Bandra-Khar Sabha in Sapta Prahar under the 
leadership of Smt. Padmini Balsekar from Vile Parle-Vakola 
Sabha and Ms. Sujata Haldipur from Bandra-Khar Sabha. 
The Prahar started at 3.15 am by reciting Navratri Nityapath 
and powerful chanting of Mantras during Devi Anushthan. 
Melodious Bhajans accompanied by Smt. Mangala Nadkarni 
on Harmonium and Shri Padukonemam on Tabla were offered 
by devotees at the lotus feet of Devi Durga Parmeshwari 
and P P Parijnanashram Swamiji III. The resonance of Lalita 
Sahasranamavali chanted by the sadhikas infused the atmos-
phere with Divine Bliss during Kumkumacharna. This was 
followed by Bhajans and Stotra-s till the arrival of P P Shrimat 
Sadyojat Shankarshram Swamiji. Mangalarti was performed in 
the Divine presence of our revered Swamiji. Sadhakas were 
gratified to receive Blessings from Parama Pujya Swamiji in 
the serene and blissful atmosphere. Devotees dispersed after 
reciting Suprabhat Geetam at 6 am .

Reported by Radhika Chittar
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Our Institutions
Balak Vrinda education society:

Teacher’s Day was celebrated with a great enthusiasm 
on Friday 13th September 2019 in the School Hall of Balak 
Vrinda Education Society. Smt. Vibha (Kamat) D’souza, an 
Educationist was the Chief Guest. Dr Dilip Nadkarni (Eminent 
successful Orthopaedic Surgeon) was invited to give an en-
tertainment programme. The hall was decorated with flowers 
/ torans, the pooja table with the Vigraha of Devi Saraswati 
on it gaily adorned with flowers, diyas, rangolis etc.

The programme started with a warm welcome to the 
packed audience and the “Deep Prajwalan” by the Chief 
Guest along with the Managing Committee to the accompa-
niment of divine melodious Saraswati Vandana song “Jaya 
Sharade Wagishwari” to inaugurate the function.

Mr Sunil Ullal, Chairman of BVES, welcomed the audience 
and the Chief Guests and wished all the teachers. Usha 
Kagal, our Senior Managing Committee Member introduced 
Smt. Vibha D’souza. Smt. D’souza after graduation, followed 
it up by a Master’s Degree in French and then acquired a 
B.Ed Degree from the St. Xaviers Institute of Education. 
After a small stint of teaching at Elphinston College and 
Alliance Francaise, she went on to get a higher Diploma 
in French and has been teaching Alliance Francaise for the 
past many years.

Smt. Vibha gave a very interesting engrossing talk narrat-
ing her experiences as a teacher and the different teachers 
who have taught her and have left a lasting impression on 
her mind. She stressed on the importance of establishing 
a good rapport with her students. She also related some 
anecdotes which were really thought provoking and kept 
the audience enthralled.

After this all the 5 school heads i.e. the English and Mara-
thi High School , Marathi and English Primary section and the 
Pre-primary as well as the Head of the Junior College- Prof. 
Milind Nerurkar and all the other teachers were felicitated 

Then came the programme that everyone was eagerly 
waiting for - the entertainment programme by Dr Dilip Nad-
karni. Dr. Nadkarni, who in addition to his successful career 
as an Orthopaedic Surgeon and a Consultant, is a great 
singer, composer, orator is passionate about old beautiful 
Hindi songs. He kept the audience spellbound with melo-
dious songs of Hindi films by Rafi, Kishore Kumar, Manna 
Dey in his mellifluous voice accompanied by rhythmic dance, 
crisp compering and also demonstrated some meditation 
techniques and a quiz game of songs on different emotions 
for almost one hour. 

The programme was thoroughly enjoyed by all. The 
atmosphere was charged with melody, joy and fun. Prof. 
Nerurkar gave a heart warming Vote of Thanks and the au-
dience and gave a thunderous applause for the two Guests. 
The concept and organising of the whole programme and 
compering was done by Geeta Suresh Balse. 

The programme concluded with tasty lunch.

Reported by Geeta Suresh Balse

saraswat Cultural Forum, Pune: 
Pune’s bhanaps and other music lovers were treated to a 

scintillating performance of Hindustani Classical music by Dr. 
Nagaraj Rao Havaldar of Bengaluru on 7th September 2019.

Dr. Havaldar is a disciple of Madhava Gudi, who himself 
was a prime disciple of the Kirana scion Bhimsen Joshi. He 
is also a disciple of Panchakshari Swami Mattigatti, a senior 
disciple of Mallikarjun Mansur, of the Jaipur-Atrauli gharana. 
Dr. Havaldar holds a ”Sangeetha Ratna” degree in Hindustani 
Classical Music from Karnataka University, Dharwad. He also 
holds a Doctorate in Music from Karnataka University, the 
subject of his thesis being ”The History of Classical Music 
in Karnataka”.

Dr. Havaldar kept us enthralled with his ‘Ragas’, inter-
spersed with a talk on ‘Music Mind and Medicine’. ‘Bhagyada-
LaxmiBaramma’ was an absolute treat for our Bhanap ears.

He was accompanied on the tabla by his son Kedarnath 
Havaldar, on the harmonium by Rahul Gole, on the tanpura 
by Varsha Kadle, and with BhushanToshniwal providing vocal 
support.

Reported by sunil Mundkur

saraswat Mahila samaj, Gamdevi
Members of Gamdevi Saraswat Mahila Samaj celebrated 

Krishna Janmashtami on 21st August in the Samaj hall. Smt. 
Savita Padukone lead the ‘mhantyo’ accompanied by Smt. 
Geeta Yennemady on the harmonium and Shri. Arun Hattan-
gadi on the tabla. All the members enjoyed singing mhantyo 
along with them.

Priya Baddukully gave the vote of thanks and Prasad was 
sponsored by Smita Mavinkurve in memory of Smt. Meerabai 
Mavinkurve and Smt. Sulochanabai L. Kati.

Reported by Vijayalaxmi s. Kapnadak

Forthcoming Programs: 
navratri sammelan - a musical evening by smita 
Kulkarni is scheduled on 2nd Oct 2019 at 3.30pm in 
the samaj hall.
Kojagiri Get-together on Wednesday 16th October 
2019 at 3.30 p.m. at the samaj hall 
Contribution Rs. 100/- per head. Please register by 
10th October 2019.

Errata – In our September 2019 issue we inadvertently 
omitted the name of Smt. Geeta Suresh Balse who had 
written the report of Saraswat Mahila Samaj. We apologise 
for the lapse ……..Editor

announcement
Kolkata Shri Kashi Math, 211 Lake Terrace Extension, 
Hemanta Kumar Sarani, Kolkata-700029 is very centrally 
located, and has 2 rooms, 1 dormitory and 1 room on the 
third floor which are available for devotees and visitors 
coming to Kolkata for 3 to 4 days with occupancy for 
maximum 12 to 13 persons at very low rates. All the rooms 
are semi furnished and comfortable. 
For further details contact Rakesh Shenoy (Rao): 
9836073034 srkshenoy316@gmail.com
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Shri Chitrapur Math Mumbai (Grant Road) Local Sabha
Announces Smt. Ambabai Heble Bhagwad Geeta Competition - 2019

On Sunday, 24th November 2019 at 3.00 p.m. 
at Smt. Indirabai Kallianpurkar Hall, Balak Vrinda Education Society, Off Talmakiwadi, J. D. 
Marg, Mumbai 400007

Shlokas for Recitation : Adhyaya 13 Shlokas 1 to 18

Shlokas for Abhivyakti :

1. dmgm§{g OrUm©{Z ¶Wm {dhm¶ Zdm{Z J¥†m{V Zamonam{U &
 VWm earam{U {dhm¶ OrUm©Ý¶Ý¶m{Z g§¶m{V Zdm{Z Xohr && 2/22

2. Amééjmo‘w©Zo¶m}J§ H$‘© H$maU‘wÀ¶Vo &
 ¶moJméT>ñ¶ Vñ¶¡d e‘… H$maU‘wÀ¶Vo && 6/3

3. ‘Zwî¶mUm§ ghòofw H${üÚV{V {gÕ¶o &
 ¶VVm‘{n {gÕmZm§ H${üÝ‘m§ do{Îm VÎdV… && 7/3

4. ‘Ý‘Zm ^d ‘Øº$mo ‘ÚmOr ‘m§ Z‘ñHw$é &
 ‘m‘od¡î¶{g ¶wŠËd¡d‘mË‘mZ§ ‘Ënam¶U… &&9/34

5. ¶mo Z öî¶{V Z Ûo{ï> Z emoM{V Z H$m¬{V& 
 ew^mew^n[aË¶mJr ^{º$‘mÝ¶… g ‘o {à¶… &&12/17

Please give your names to your sabha Co-ordinator & come to the venue by 2.30 p.m.

CLAssIFIeDs
enGAGeMent

RAO-MunDKuR: Vikram, Son of Subhash & Gayatri 
Rao of Mahim (West) Mumbai, engaged to Devika, 
daughter of Premanand and Vinaya Mundkur of Vile- Parle 
(East), Mumbai on 24th August 2019 in Mumbai.

BIRTH
happy to announce the birth of a baby girl (tWIshA) 
to Tanvi (nee Byndoor) and Prasad Korgaonkar, grand 
daughter to Uma (nee Basrur) and Chaitanya Byndoor, 
Sandhya and Mayuresh Korgaonkar on 15th July 2019.
Baby Girl NIVRITI to Nikhita Nadkarni and Vivek Iyer 
on September 5, in Mumbai. Grand daughter to Rekha & 
Hemant Nadkarni and T Ramji & Late Sundari.

FLAt FOR sALe
A self contained flat, carpet area 400 sq.ft, IInd floor 
for sale in Karnatak CHS, Matunga Road, Mumbai. Pref-
erence to Amchis. Contact Bhokarikar 09421081129 / 
09850923370. Brokers please excuse .

FLAt FOR sALe
One BHK available for sale. Registered Society in Thakur 
Complex, Kandivali (E). Convenient location. Near up-
coming Metro Station. Builtup Area: 528 sq ft. Contact 
Vaibhav 9819153571

AnnOunCeMent
By the virtue of the order passed by The Family Court, 
Ranga Reddy District, Hyderabad on 16th April 2019, the 
marriage solemnized between Neeraj Ubhayakar and 
Haripriya Mamiduru held at Ananthapuramu on 11th Feb 
‘2015 stands dissolved.

DOMestIC tIDInGs
BIRTHS

We welcome the following new arrivals:
Jul 05 : A son (Ayan) to Ashwini and Ketan Kowshik at 

Sunnywale, California, USA.
Jul 15 : A baby girl (Twisha) to Tanvi (nee Byndoor) and 

Prasad Korgaonkar at Mumbai.
Sept 5 : A baby girl (Nivriti) to Nikhita Nadkarni and Vivek 

Iyer in Mumbai.
thReAD CeReMOnIes

We bless the following batus:
May 23 : Daivik Suresh Kumble.
May 23 : Shlok Ravindra Hemmad 

OBITUARIES
We convey our deepest sympathy to the relatives

of the following:
Jul 16 : Suresh Gopal Nayalkar (80) in Sugarland  

TX – USA.
Aug 10 : Sharada (Gullu) Raghuveer Dhareshwar (87) at 

Panvel, Navi Mumbai.
Aug 10 : Vinita S Baindur (85) in Pune.
Aug 23 : Pallavi (kumud) Prakash Bijur (62) in Mumbai.
Aug 24 : Jayant Bhaskar Hattangady (81) at Dombivli.
Aug 29 : Aruna Rammohan Nayampalli (nee Nadkarni) 

(92) at Virar.
Sept 11 : Jyoti Pratap Kowshik (nee Trasi)(69) of Pra-

bhadevi at Pune.
Sept 15 : Satish Mallapur (76) at Andheri (Mumbai).
Sept 15 : Vasanti Satish Savkur (82) of Deonar, Mumbai 

in Bengaluru.
Sept 16 : Vijaykumar Kolpe (81) of Mumbai at California
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